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Thurmond gift spurs plans for new center
by Holly Hamor
managing editor
U.S. Senator Strom Thurmond donated
his public papers and memorabilia to the
university in a press conference last Thursday, and university President Bill L.
Atchley announced plans to build a threebuilding complex in Thurmond's honor.
Thurmond chairs the Senate Judiciary
Committee and serves as president pro tempore of the Senate, making him third in the
constitutional line of succession to the
presidency. He graduated from Clemson in
1923. (See related story on page 11.)
Atchley announced the establishment of
the Strom Thurmond Center for Excellence, a three-building complex which
will house Thurmond's papers, plaques and
mementos and wilt also serve several
educational functions.
The papers were sought after by several
other schools around the nation, according
to Atchley. Thurmond explained why he
decided on Clemson. "President Atchley
and the Board of Trustees offered a living
center, an on-going center, a public affairs
center—something the people of this state
will be proud of," Thurmond said. He also

Strom Thurmond
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pointed out that he felt an obligation as an
alumnus for the training and guidance he
received at Clemson.
"The Thurmond Center will be an
action-oriented center because we think
Senator Thurmond himself epitomizes the
action-minded public servant," Atchley
said. The center will contain a large

auditorium for performing arts and public
events and will serve as headquarters for
sue new programs which will make up the
Thurmond Institute. The first building will
be completed by 1984, Atchley said.
The six programs of the institute include
• summer seminars in government and
politics for teachers, businessmen,
lawyers, physicians and other professionals
• a national annual lecture series on
political issues
• a Thurmond Scholars program to provide scholarships for Clemson freshmen who plan to enter public service
careers
• the Strom and Nancy Thurmond High
School Achievement Program, a summer program for high school sophomores and juniors to introduce them to
opportunities in public service
• Thurmond Adjunct Professorships to
bring top political figures to campus
• the Strom Thurmond Governmental
Research Program to coordinate university research with governmental
needs.
The institute, auditorium and the area
housing the papers will constitute the first

phase of building, according to Atchley.
The second phase will be the construction
of a continuing education building.
The complex is to be built along what
Atchley called the spine of the university—the north-south line of buildings consisting of Sikes Hall, the outdoor theatre
and the library. The area behind the library
next to Lowry and Lee Halls, which currently contains a commuter parking lot, will
be the approximate site of the complex.
One and a half million dollars has already
been committed toward the buildings,
which will be entirely privately funded,
Atchley announced at the conference. The
$1.5 million, donated by friends of the
Thurmonds, covers approximately 15 percent of the costs for the first phase, Atchley
said. He gave a rough estimate of $20
million as the cost of the entire complex
and set the tentative completion date for the
project for 1986.
While the first phase of building is underway, Thurmond's papers, which are currently in storage in over 1,200 boxes, will be
housed in 6,000 square feet of floor space
set aside in the Cooper Library. This will
see THURMOND/page 5

Senate votes on new academic regulations
by Michael L. Puldy
assistant news editor
Student senate completed and passed its
recommendations on proposed academic
regulation changes at this Monday night's
session. A major facet of the senate's report
was the minimum grade point ratio allowed
for continuing enrollment, which was raised
to accomodate the Academic Affairs Committee's thrust toward higher standards.
The senate's recommendations are in
answer to a report presented last April by
members of the ad hoc committee of the
President's Council which reviewed
academic regulations.
Reid Tribble, president of student senate,
chaired the Academic Affairs Committee
which was responsible for the senate's
research into the ad hoc committee's
11-page report. Tribble said the committee
took a month to evaluate the report.
Members of student senate had the report
for one week in which to confer with constituents about the senate's proposals
before the senate voted this week.
Higher academic standards
The senate recommends the following
minimum cumulative averages: A student
with less than 30 hours will have a required
minimum gpr of 1.8; a student with at least
30 hours and no more than 59 hours will
have a required gpr of 1.9; a student with 60
credit hours or more will have a minimum
gpr of 2.0. Failure to meet these requirements will result in a student being
placed on academic probation.
The ad hoc committee's report differs
from the senate's recommendations. The
committee recommends a gpr of 1.7 for a
student at 30 hours; a gpr of 1.8 for a student at 60 hours; and a gpr of 2.0 for all
students over 96 hours. Also, the committee's recommendation for a minimum gpr is
based on a continuous upward line and not
a step-wise advancement as is the senate's

recommendation.
New-procedure for academic probation
The senate's proposed policy involving
academic probation agrees with that of the
ad hoc committee. Both proposals state
that if a student is on academic probation, a
notification will appear on his academic
record; however, any student who makes
up a deficiency in his cumulative gpr and
returns to good academic standing within
the next 24 attempted hours will have the
notification of academic probation re-

moved from his transcript.
According to the proposals, a student
who fails to remove himself from probation
within the 24-semester-hour limit will be
dismissed from the university. ^A notice of
dismissal for reason of academic ineligibility will be entered into the student's grade
report and permanent record.
Withdrawal policy
The senate recommended that the
withdrawal period remain the same length.
However, a student would be limited to a

_/? c
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maximum of
four recorded
Ws during his
academic career at Clemson. After the limit
of four withdrawals has been reached a
student would be forced to remain in the
class throughout the rest of the semester.

Incompletes
The committee and the senate agree on
this topic with one addition by the senate.
According to the report, an incomplete
indicates a relatively small part of the
see SENATE/page 7

Committee nixes schedule change
by Sha Sifford
news editor
The proposal to implement a Monday,
Wednesday, Friday and Tuesday, Thursday
scheduling pattern was voted down
Wednesday afternoon by the ad hoc Calendar Committee of the President's Council.
The result of the vote, which was five-to-.
four against with one abstention and one
absence, is that the ad hoc committee will
recommend to the President's Council and
President Bill L. Atchley that the new
scheduling pattern not be implemented.
However, Jim Kimbell, a member of the
committee in favor of scheduling change,
said that both the majority and minority
sides would turn in a report.
The new scheduling pattern consists of
50-minute classes meeting at the same time
on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday and
75-minute classes meeting at the same time
on Tuesday and Thursday.
According to Vice Provost Arnold E.
Schwartz, this is the type schedule used at
most other universities. "We're one of the
few universities in the country that operates

on a scrambled system," he said.
The advantages of changing to the new
scheduling pattern mentioned at the
meeting were
• It provides two nights of preparation
time for most classes.
• It allows two-day or three-day
schedules for part-time and commuting students.
• It provides a consistency to class
meeting times.
• It facilitates scheduling of meetings
and conferences.
• It provides 75-minute periods,
desirable especially for upper level
courses.
• Academic justification of the present
system is not warranted.
• It increases the productivity of the
faculty.
• It better utilizes physical facilities.
• It is used by most educational institutions so is of proven efficiency.
• It is more compatible to morning lab
schedules.
The advantages of retaining the present
system were
■

• The 75-minute classes are a strain on a
student's attention span.
• The present system provides a balanced
distribution of classes.
• Faculty schedules can be arranged
under the present pattern to allow any
one day of the week free for travel or
research.
• The Grassroots poll conducted by the
Office of Student Affairs showed that
67.9 percent of students surveyed are
in favor of the present system.
• The schedule committee voted on
Sept. 10 to retail the present schedule.
• Staying on the present schedule would
avoid the programming cost of a new
pattern.
According to John Pettigrew, president
of the student body, the push for the new
scheduling pattern is coming from new professors and administrators unfamiliar with
the system used here.
"It has not been proven to me that the
change would benefit students, and I don't
believe in change just for the sake of
change," he said.
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Fire destroys dormitory room
by Keith Mattison
staff writer
A fire destroyed a room in Bradley Hall around midnight on Halloween. There were no injuries. The fire was
put out by the Clemson Fire Department.
Fire Chief Charles Owen said, "The fire ruined almost
everything in the room." No other rooms were harmed except for minor smoke damage, and there was no structural
damage to the building.
The room, which is on the third floor of the Phi Delta
Theta side of the dorm, belonged to Sean Schultz and
Frank Wiechec. Neither one was in the room at the time,
and according to Schultz, both had left the room at 7 p.m.
Saturday night.
The fire started in the corner behind the door where
Schultz had two bundles of laundry. Although the police
are still investigating the exact cause of the fire, Owen said
that a bottlerocket that was being shot in the hall probably
went under the door.
Owen said that there is a one-and-a-half-inch space
under the door which would allow room for a bottlerocket
to enter, and there were several stems from bottlerockets in
the hall after the fire.
According to Andy Harrison, who reported the fire,
he first thought that the smoke was from bottlerockets. He
also said that fireworks have been set off in the hall several
times this year.
The Phi Delta Theta half of the building was almost
empty at the time of the fire, according to resident assistant
Ron Niedrich. Schultz said that all the fraternity, which occupies most of the dorm, were at a party in Seneca.
According to Schultz, the fire completely destroyed his
clothes and had started to burn the cabinet when the fire
department arrived. When the door was opened by the fire
department, the added ventilation caused the fire to spread.
Most of the plastic in the room, including the turntable
dustcover and the telephone, were melted by the heat.
Wiechec's clothes and most everything in the room was
heavily smoke damaged. The stereo was ruined by the water
used to extinguish the fire.
The two students have been relocated in separate

INSIDE

Well, we asked for it!
It just goes to show you
how things pile up when
you take a week off. While
several staff members attended a press convention
in Miami, the rest of the
staff had to cope with a
mounting pile of letters to
the editor, which can be
read on page 15 . . . and
16 . . . and 17.

A slap in the face
D. P. Miller, professor
of physics, visited The
Tiger offices two weeks
ago to deliver his physical
and written responses concerning an editorial in
which he was included.
For his challenge, see page
16. For the story, see page
8. And for The Tiger's
reply, see page 14,

• Trailing the tiger, page 28.
• Campus Bulletin, page 4.
Published weekly since 1907 by the students of Clemson University, The Tiger
is the oldest college newspaper in South Carolina. The Tiger is not published during summer school, school holidays or examination periods.
-The Tiger is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press and it a five-star AilAmerican award winner. The Tiger is also a member of the South Carolina Press
Association-Collegiate Division and presently holds the title of best college newspaper in South Carolina.
Second class postage paid at U.S. Post Office, Clemson, S.C. 29631. The mailing address is P.O. Box 2097, Clemson, S.C. 29632-2097.
Subscription rates are $9 per year and $5 per semester. Local and national
advertising rates are available upon request.
The editorial and business offices of The Tiger are located at suite 906 of the
Edgar A. Brown University Union. The telephone numbers are business, (803)
656-2167, and editorial, (803) 656-2150.
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The Clemson fire department successfully put out a
fire last Saturday night in Bradley Hall. There were no injuries.

rooms by the Housing Office. In January the two will probably be able to room together again. It is uncertain when
the room will be repaired.
According to Owen, a bottlerocket was the cause of a
fire in Johnstone a few years ago. In that case, the rocket
entered through an open window and started a fire.
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Lions club lauds APO
by Donza Hyman
staff writer
Alpha Phi Omega was presented a plaque by the
Clemson Lions Club on Oct. 22 for soliciting over 1,000
eye donors.
The total number of donors that APO has solicited
during the last four years accumulated to more than
1,000 persons with the addition of donors from this
semester's eye bank held Oct. 29 and 30. According to
Steve Matonak, APO president, nearly all the donors
for this semester were students. The only stipulation in
becoming an eye donor is the candidate must be over 18
years old.
Robert W. Henningson, associate director of
university research and a Clemson Lion, said, "I feel it's
safe to say APO is the first non-Lions organization to
receive this award."
This is only the second award in which an organization has achieved over 1,000 donors to be presented in
South Carolina.
Besides the plaque and recognition, APO members
received pins from the Lions for their efforts in
soliciting eye donors. The members received 5-, 10-, and
25-donor pins according to the amounts that they personally solicited.
All of the eye donors solicited by the APO members
will be registered at the South Carolina Eye Bank. The
Eye Bank located in Columbia was established 15 years
ago by Lions Clubs of South Carolina according to
Henningson. The Clemson Lions Club is a member of
Lions International.
APO vice-president Todd Reichard said, "I thank
all the brothers who contributed their efforts and all the
students who have donated their eyes. If anyone has not
donated their eyes, they should think about it because it
is a worthwhile, legitimate thing."
Ensley Feemster, chairman of the Eye Sight Committee for the Clemson Lions Club, said, "APO deserved the award very much. So many times you hear
negative things about young people. What these guys
have done is a positive thing that may help a thousand
people."

Lack of comprehensive research
policy called a serious problem
This article is the seventh in a weekly series by editor in
chief Dana Hanson, The series explains and summarizes the
findings of the university's recently completed self-study.
The self-study is required every 10 years for the university
to maintain accreditation,
Lack of a comprehensive university research policy is
the most serious problem evaluated by the Research Committee of the self-study, according to the group's self-study
reportWhile there is a desire to gain recognition as a national
research institution, few research policies exist at any level
of the administration, In fact, none exist at the higher
levels, and, because of this, the report says, very few exist
at other levels,
"Understandably, misdirected efforts, confusion and
inconsistencies occur often," the report says.
But this shortcoming was recognized before preparation of the report, and steps have already been taken to
help alleviate the problem. For example, a Commission on
Graduate Studies and Research was formed as part of the
President's Council. Its task is to study and recommend
research policy. Specific areas in which policy is needed are
those of work load distribution, cost sharing and matching
from Institutional funds and seed funds, the report says.
.Additionally, the role of the Office of University
Research has been clarified: Its duties are to develop support for research and to bring together faculty members
and outside sponsors.
Other criticism offered in the report is that missionoriented research needs to be clarified so that faculty
members who wish to do research oriented toward university goals are able to do so.
Funding for research needs attention, too, according
to the report. Despite the fact that funded research has kept
pace with the national average, the amount of research conducted on campus is not enough for a land-grant institution
of this size, the report says. According to the report, increased funding and better research facilities and faculty
are mutually reinforcing. An increase in funding would
provide an atmosphere conducive to research, which would
further expansion of research programs.

However, the motivation behind expanding the university's efforts is more than to establish a reputation as a
research institution. The report states that the university's
prestige depends on active faculty research. "Only such a
faculty can elevate the quality of instruction," the report
says. The state Budget and Control Board must realize this
before it will support a budget in which a higher percentage
of funds is allocated to research, it says.
Expenditures for research have risen 53.75 percent
during the past five years, from $14,392,000 in 1975-76 to
$19,053,000 in 1979-80, the report says. (The report was
begun more than a year ago.) This corresponds to the national increase of 11.35 percent annually.
Tables in the report present by college the sources of
funding as well as the total for the years 1975-76 through
1979-80. Agricultural Sciences experienced an approximately S4.5 million increase during the period; Architecture, a $7,000 decrease. The College of Education reported
no funding beyond 1976-77, when it reported $321.
Funding in the College of Engineering increased
$7,000 during the period; it almost doubled in the College
of Forest and Recreation Resources from $877,643 to
$1,690,000. In the College of Industrial Management and
Textile Science, funding for research dropped from
$522,847 to 294,937, while the College of Liberal Arts
research funding dropped from $89,070 to $14,137 and the
College of Nursing funding dropped from $5,122 to $4,153.
The College of Sciences received an increase of funding
from $366,296 to $1,133,800.
While there is a need for increased funding, the report
recognizes that freedom of inquiry prevails in faculty
choice of research areas and recommends that freedom of
choice remain a prerogative. In addition, it is suggested that
productive faculty be uniformly rewarded by incentives
such as equitable salary increases, return of a greater
percentage of indirect costs to the individual research project and reduced teaching loads.
Currently, it is difficult to reduce teaching loads
because of the state-activated hiring freeze. Faculty
members burdened with heavy instructional loads do not
have time to perform the intense research of which they are
capable, the report says.
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Student arrested for telephone fraud scheme
by William Pepper
associate editor

A 20-year-old student was arrested Monday on charges that he made over 65 longdistance phone calls which were charged to
falsified Student Telephone Account
Numbers. According to J. C. Brummitt,
chief investigator for university police, the
charges for the calls exceeded $400.
Chris Bojanovic, a sophomore economics major from Long Island, N.Y., was
charged with avoiding payment for telecommunications services. "He was making
long-distance calls and making ^up the
STAN numbers as he went along," Brummitt said.
He was committed to the Pickens County
Detention Center in default of $2,000
secured bond. Brummitt said

Bojanovic will be taken before the Pickens
County Grand Jury for indictment and will
face trial within the next three months. The
charge is a misdemeanor and has a maximum penalty of one year in prison or a
$1,000 fine.
Vandalism
Two students were arrested for tampering with a motor vehicle Sundav. According
to police, Crisler Graham Johnson, 18, of
Asheville, and Mark Hinman Ward, 18, of
Fletcher, N.C., removed wiper blades and
bent the radio antennas of two cars parked
in a resident student parking lot. The pair
entered guilty pleas in Magistrate's Court
and were sentenced to pay a fine of $57.25
each.
In an unrelated incident, James Wesley
Wellmaker, 18, of Greensboro, was arrested for tampering with a motor veicle

:J
.rfrom„a
after he allegedly removed
a mirror
car parked in a resident parking lot Sunday.
He pleaded guilty in Magistrate's Court and
was fined $57.25.
A freshman was arrested and charged
with simple assault following an incident in
the Robert Muldrow Cooper Library on
Oct. 28. According to Brummitt, Ralph
Louis Garner, 19, of Union, was harassing a
female university employee on one of the
library's lower levels. "He was rubbing her
on the neck and around the shoulders and
basically annoying her," Brummitt said.
Police are still investigating the theft of a
pizza from a Domino's delivery person
which occured on Oct. 24. "The driver Y ad
just pulled up to Bowen Hall and wf
ting out of his car when five men car
to him. They took the pizza and his ha.
walked away," Thea McCrary, an investi-

™.Ar
gator with
with thp
the nnlice
police deDartment,
department, said.
said. Th<
The
driver was uninjured.
Football arrests
Ten persons were arrested at last Saturday's football game. Eight of those arrested, including two students, were
charged with violations of the prohibition
against alcoholic beverages inside the
stadium. Two non-students were arrested
for disorderly conduct.
At the N.C. State football game on
Oct. 24, police made nine arrests. Four of
the arrests were made for public drunkeness, while three others were made for
liquor law violations. The other two arrests
were for violations of the university's hawking ordinance, which prohibits the selling of
merchandise on campus without a permit.
None of those arrested were students.

City council approves industrial zoning amendment
Clemson City Council approved an
amendment to require the Digital Corporation to leave a 150-foot tract of land open
between Issaqueena Road and it proposed
building. The amendment was not made
specifically against the company but was
prompted by the company's impending
move to a piece of land located on
Issaqueena Road.
The Camelot subdivision, located on
Issaqueena Road, has been concerned about

the rezoning of the adjacent property to
light industrial businesses. The amendment
requires a space between the road and
building, with the space increasing with the
size of the building.
This empty space would not be able to be
used as a space, according to Mayor H. J.
Webb. Instead, the lot must be planted with
grass and shrubbery.
In other business, the nuisance ordinance
was given a second reading, with two changes
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being made.
"If a building is rented, the owner might
be held responsible for the noise his tenant
makes," said Webb.
The ordinance is designed to hold down
noise between the hours of 10:30 p.m. and 7
a.m. One other change was made for consistency, and that was to .make all times
10:30 p.m. and not 10 p.m. as some passages state.

WA

Also brought up at the meeting was the
fact that the police are having a hard time
enforcing the public drinking ordinance.
Designed to prevent the drinking of liquor
or beer in public, the wording of the ordinance makes it necessary for the arresting
officer to see the suspect actually take a
drink from the opened container.
The council is looking into possibilities of
rewording the ordinance.

FOREST UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
Campus Visit by Professor Brent Taylor
on November 9,. 1981, in the Placement Office.

654-6125

-CLIP & TAKE TO REGISTRATION'

I * < ASH
« LAY-AWA%

A new, one-credit course

HISTORY 100:
HIGHER EDUCATION & CLEMSON UNIVERSITY

The history and tradition of higher education in the western world, with particular
emphasis on Clemson university. Taught by
Professor J. V. Reel, Jr., and guests.

Wednesday, 6:30-7:20 P.M.
in Room 200, Hardin Hall

MAIN STREET

Mon.-sat. 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Fri. 9:30 a.m. ■ 7:00 p.m.
phone: 638-5257
WALHALLA

Tired of HIGH prices? so are we! But we are doing something
about it we now have our own designer line. Designed
for The Closet, by The Closet, and produced exclusively for
The Closet. Now you can have quality at great savings.
Look for our label—MAX-CLEAN.
worsterlon Grey flannel coordinate group
pants reg. s27 - MAX-CLEAN price S17.90
skirts reg s24 - MAX-CLEAN price S14.90
blazer reg. s55 - MAX-CLEAN price s29.90
Sizes 5-13 — everything washable excluding blazer.
100% wool plaid blazers, fully lined
valued at S119 - MAX-CLEAN price s39.90
we also have blazers in tweed & herringbone
reg. s80 - Closet Price s39.90
5-pocket jean-style corduroys
reg S18 - MAX-CLEAN price S10.90
Gabardine pants with pockets & genuine leather belts
reg. S18 - Closet Price s9.90
Plaid shirts galore- choose from plaids with white collars,
lace coTars, ruffled collars and yokes, or with bow ties
Priced from s6.90 - S10.99
Bank cards welcome
Layaway now for Christmas
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CAMPUS BULLETIN
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Clemson-South Carolina football game will be shown on
closed circuit TV in Littlejohn Coliseum at 1:30 p.m., Nov. 21
Seven thousand tickets are available at S7 each. Tickets may be
purchased at the Jervey Athletic Center ticket office Monday
through Friday from 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
Learn to ski—get one hour credit. The R^A Department will
sponsor two snow skiing courses, LS-130and LS-230, Dec. 13-17.
Costs are $135, beginners; $145, intermediate. Fee includes lodging, instruction, lift tickets and equipment. Courses apply to
spring semester. Call RPA department at 2206 or 3400 for
registration information. Registration closes Nov. 13.
The Clemson Women's Rugby Club will participate in the
Southern Coastal Rugby Tournament Nov. 7 and 8. The tournament takes place at Georgia Southern in Statesboro, Ga. The four
women's teams competing include Florida State, University of
"Georgia, USC and Clemson.
The Hotline is for referrals. The Hotline is for listening. The
Hotline is for helping. Call Hotline at 654-1040 from 8 p.m. to
7 a.m. Volunteers are welcome—no experience necessary.

The Japanese Film Series will present "fii^^P1 ot Sensitivity" on Nov. 11 at 4 p.m. in Lee Hall Auditorium. Admission is
free. For further information, contact Yuji Kishimoto at
656-3081.
Attention students: It's that time of year again. Basketball
season is almost here. Now reorganizing—it's the Bill Foster
Sixth Man Club—cheer your tigers on to the ACC championship
by joining the Sixth Man Club now. Many exciting events are
planned. Open to all tiger basketball fans. Call 8405, 6459 or
8683 for further information.

CLASSIFIEDS
Don't like THOSE magazines? Check out the OTHER
91.803278% of our used books. The BOOK CELLAR, 101 Earle
St., 654-3603. A Novel experience!
The YMCA Annual Fresh Citrus Sale will be held Nov. 9 Dec. 2, with the fruit to arrive Dec. 11. Fruit is U.S. #1 grade,
"fresh picked" and delivered direct from Florida groves. Choose
between naval oranges ($13.50 per 4/5 bushel carton), Hamlin
oranges, tangelos, and red, pink, or white grapefruit ($11 per carton). Order at Holtzendorff YMCA Center or call 654-2361.

Attention students interested in a career in pharmacy: Dr.
Farid Sadik from the College of Pharmacy at USC will be on
campus Wednesday, Nov. 11. He will hold interviews from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in room 330 Long Hall and will hold a discussion session in room 164 of the student government offices from 3
to 4:30 p.m. Contact Ken Wagner (2416) for more information.

.Food Science and Poultry Science Annual Smoked Turkey
Sale: breasts (3-6 lbs.) — $3.25/lb., wholes (8-12 lbs.) —
$2.25/lb. Call the food science department, 656-3397, or the
poultry science department, 656-3162, for further information.

The Clemson Sports Car Club will hold a meeting Monday,
Nov. 9, at 7:30 p.m. in room 216 of Long Hall. Dr. Terry Clark
will be giving a presentation on vintage car racing, featuring a
slide show of some recent vintage races. Also, this will be the last
meeting before the upcoming road rally which will be held on
Sunday, Nov. 15. Anyone interested in running in the rally is
urged to attend.

Pan-time work distributing advertising materials for a nationwide firm. Choose own hours, 4-15 weekly. No selling—pay
based on the amount of material distributed. Average rep earns
$6 per hour, successful reps earn over $15 per hour. Other
benefits. Requires independence, communication and consistency. E.O.E. For information, contact Kathy Rossi, 500-3rd Ave.
W., Seattle, Washington 98119, (206) 282-8111.

Person wanted for selling of university merchandise at own
convenience. Call 834-9338.

OVERSEAS JOBS — Summer/year round. Europe, South
America, Australia, Asia. All fields, $5O0-$l,200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free information. Write IJC, Box 52-SC-l, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.

Ride needed to Dothan, Ala., (or somewhere within a 100 mile
radius) for the Thanksgiving holidays. Can leave anytime
Wednesday and will help pay for gas. Call Cindy at 8233 or 2150
Novel lovers get theirs at the BOOK CELLAR, 101 Earle St
Clemson, 654-3603.

PERSONALS
Clemson University ski trip to Stowe, Vt., Christmas break,
$155. Includes lift tickets, lodging, races, free beer, plus much
more. Contact Jay Mappus at 656-7231.
Clemson University Bermuda vacation for only $289 complete.
Includes flight, lodging, transfers, activities, parties and more!
Contact Jay Mappus at 656-7231.
Lost: Lost at Clemson-NC State football game (Oct. 24) near
stadium: silver medallion snowflake and chain—great sentimental value to owner. Reward. Call 654-6088.
Found: Men's watch—found in street by Lowry Hall on
Wednesday, Oct. 21: Call me, describe it and come get it.
654-3254.
At last! A reliable singles network for people interested in
meeting new friends. For information, write MATCHMAKERS,
P.O. Box 5563, Anderson, S.C. 29623.
For Sale: 1980 Yamaha 650 special, candy apple red, alum.
mag wheels, disc brakes, 1,500 miles, eight month warranty left.
Call 654-6571.
For Sale: 1979 J.C. Penney "Pinto" moped, 130 mpg, 20-25
mph, $225 firm. Call 654-3209 after 5 p.m. Ask for Marion or
Sybil.
Female roommate wanted for spring semester to share an
apartment. Prefer tidy nonsmoker. Call Karen, 845-6710.

Hillel will present a movie and brief lecture on the topic of
Israel and the West Bank in room I of the YMCA from 1:30 to
2:30 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 6. Everyone is invited to attend, and
admission is free.

M. and M. — Be dominant and have the baddest birthday. in
submission, your little sisters.
Big, bad, beautiful and bodacious — The Dirty Dozen. The
long hard hours of tiresome practice really paid off! A flawless
season! Let's celebrate (drown our sorrows!) —Your dedicated
coaches, JCH and MRW and the lost one MBH.
I don't recognize the initials. So let's stop the suspense and give
me a call. We can use the money on a good time! —Betty H.
To the werewolf of Clemson, Sherlock and the the Roaches,
the unknown ghost, Cindy with the unknown ghost, Peanut, The
Bad Mama Jamas, Billy Joel, Led Zeppline, "X", and of course
the rest of you: Thanks for the good time Halloween night!
Sigma Epsilon Chi.
Some of us get to go to New Orleans, while others have to stay
in school (ugh). I'm still looking for a ride for you, but no luck
yet. Anyhow, I hope you make it for the game. Love from youknow-who.
Spaceracked — Bet you'd live here if you could and be one of
us. WARP.
Emory, for some outrageous reason you will never believe in a
million lifetimes, I can't visit. Call me for details. Guess what
Floyd and Gordy saw the Stones. Remember, Bob, Van, and
Ry!!!!

The world of communications is
changing at an unprecedented
pace. Here is an industry where
your fresh ideas and energy will
be welcome. Satellite and cable
technologies will soon dominate
the most vast communications
network imaginable. You can
contribute to this exciting
evolution when you join our elite
engineering community.

Interested in business date processing? DPMA student chapter
will be meeting Nov. 12 at 7 p.m. in room 214 Sirrine. Hall
McCallum from Liberty Life in Greenville will be speaking on
"Interviewing for a job."
TEST ANXIETY? If you feel generally miserable at the
prospect of taking a test, forget what you learned the night before
and consistently panic during test, this group is for you. The goal
of this group is to teach you how to remain more relaxed and confident while improving your performance on tests and exams.
The group will meet for 1 Vi hours each week for five weeks starting Monday, Nov. 9. Call the Center for Counseling and Career
Planning at 2451 to sign up.

COMMUNICATING

Thinking strategically led us to
our position as an acknowledged
international leader in the design
and manufacture of equipment
for satellite communications,
cable television, energy
management, and home security
systems. Scientific-Atlanta's
leadership extends to the
manufacture and sale of test and
measurement instruments for
industrial, telecommunication
and government applications.

Careers In
Communications
And Instrumentation
At Scientific-Atlanta, we expect
you to stretch yourself to meet a
diversity of challenges. You will
share this fast-paced environment
with top professionals...
pioneers in the communications
and instrumentation fields. Your
career potential is unlimited.
. Our 35% compounded increase
in sales over the past five years is
only one indication of the growth
that awaits you.

Give every
NEWBORN
the
advantage

If you are an ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER and have an interest
in design work in the hardware or
software areas, visit your
placement office and arrange to
meet with us on

November 11 & 12
or contact our Corporate
Employment Department at:
1-800-241-5346.

March of Dimes

Birth Defects Foundation
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

Scientific
Atlanta

SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA
One Technology Parkway
P.O. Box 105600
Atlanta, Georgia 30348
An Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F/V/H
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Senate recommends new fire alarm policy
by Michael L. Puldy
assistant news editor
The University Housing Committee and
the Academic Affairs Committee presented
two sets of resolutions to the senate Monday night, one concerning a new fire alarm
policy and the other the student senate's
position on the ad hoc committee's report
regarding academic standards. (See senate
story on page 1 for information on the
academic standards proposal.)
Todd Meadows, representing the University Housing Committee, read a three-part
resolution which will increase the efficiency
of detecting fires in Johnstone Hall and will
reduce the number of false fire alarms that
do occur in Johnstone Hall.
The senate's fire alarm policy recommends that the present fire alarms in
Johnstone Hall be replaced with "breakglass" type fire alarms. Also, fire protection should not be based upon smoke detectors alone; and finally, any student caught
sounding a false fire alarm at Clemson will

receive the strictest punishment allowed by
law.
Passage of this resolution should
decrease the number of false fire alarms
reported each weekend and will increase the
efficiency of the Clemson Fire Department.
Meadows also presented resolutions
recommending a telephone be installed in
Cope Hall in order to decrease the number
of female students who wander throughout
the male dormitory and that an east campus
dollar bill changer be installed in Manning
Hall lobby.
Student interest for a convenient coin
changer on east campus was the basis
behind this resolution.
The previous meeting
Last week, the senate added the fourth
member to the Student Media Association.
The University Recording Society, a
student-operated recording operation,
which will produce records for interested
students, was added to the Association
which presently consists of the Chronical,
TAPS, The Tiger and WSFB.

Steve Hott, Spokesman for the University Recording Society, demonstrated the
Society's talents by playing a cassette
recording of a local rock band for members

of the senate.
This week, the Student Media Association officially voted the University Recording Society into its body.

$5 discount on all perms.
Free shampoo & blowdry with cut.

from page 1
enable librarians and archivists to begin
working with them. "It will take two or
three years to put them in the proper form
to be used," Atchley said.
"I think Clemson is very kind to want to
house all of these papers," Thurmond said.
"If I had to store them all in a warehouse,
I'd have to pay a considerable amount of
rent."
Thurmond had previously donated his
papers from the years 1946 through 1951,
when he served as governor of South
Carolina, to the South Carolinian Honor
Society, but he expressed hopes during the

conference that the society would cooperate
with Clemson either by relinquishing the
papers or by transferring photostatic copies
to the university.
Thurmond, accompanied by his wife
Nancy and his four children, signed the
agreement donating his papers during the
press conference at the library. Atchley and
board of trustees chairman Thomas B.
McTeer Jr. joined in the signing, which was
done with the same pen used to confirm
Thurmond as president pro tempore of the
Senate. A desk from the Calhoun Mansion
which John C. Calhoun once wrote on was
also used during the signing ceremony.

THERE'S STILL
TIME TO PREPARE.
Call Days Evenings & Weekends

Special student prices.

(803) 256-0673

(Coupon must be presented)
Offer good through 11/30/81

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUC. CTR.
2231 DEVINE STREET
COLUMBIA S.C. 29205

Located Hwy. 93 by Hop's One-Stop

Educational Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

654-4219
610 GREENVILLE HWY.

UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
MBA PROGRAM
An Admissions Representative from
the University of Georgia Graduate School
of Business Administration
will be on campus

November 16, 1981
to meet with students interested in
the MBA Program
Contact the
Career Planning and Placement Center
for more details and to sign up for
an information session

i

Thurmond

HIS & HERS
HAIRSTYLISTS

November Specials

m\>

For Information About Other Centers
In More Than 85 US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FREE: J00-223-1782

CLASSES NOW FORMING
SPARTANBURG,
COLUMBIA AREA

H^ir
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Thank you!
For making our
Grand Opening
a big success!

265 Victoria ^Jauare

Desserts;

Sandwiches:

BAKLAVA
.80
ALMOND AMARETTO
CHEESECAKE
1.25

GYRO

Beverages:
COKE, TEA, SPRITE,
MR. PIBB, TEA
large
small .45
COFFEE

.55

Coming Soon!
Imported and
Domestic Beer

Carry Out 654-3368
GREEK SALAD .... large 2.00
small 1.25
lettuce, tomato, onion, feta cheese,
bell pepper, imported olive & house dressing

SPINACH PIES
50
CHEESE PIES
50
Located: Victoria Sq.
Clemson
Hours:
11 am to 9 pm Mon.-Thurs.
11 am to 11 pm Fri. & Sat.
12 pm to 5 pm Sunday

2.25

seasoned meat, lettuce, tomato,
special sauce on pita bread

VEGIE

2.25

mushrooms, black olives,
onions, bell peppers, lettuce,
cheese, tomato, special sauce,
on pita bread

SUPER GYRO
40

Ct«m30rt,Jj. C.

3.25

combination .of
both sandwiches

PITA PIE

We hope you didn't miss our
opening but if you did please
visit us soon to see our beautiful
selection of jewelry and gifts.

EMBRACE
HER WITH . . .
THE "EMBRACE
RING"

Congratulations to Molly Austin, 20 Foy Creek,
upon winning the $350 diamond pendant and to
Louise Hayes, 22-A Holliday Lane, on winning
the 14-kt. chain.

3.50

WHAT IS A
GYRO 2

Jewelry and gifts
for any occasion and
all price ranges.
Ears pierced!
Free gift wrap!
Jewelry and watch repair!
Engraving!

The personal promise ring
10% discount every day
to C.U. and TEC students!
Think Christmas—Use our Lay-away

The Jewelry Store
654-6800

The perfect way to show you
care. Your name on one side
and hers on the other. Both
names bound together by a
Sparkling Diamond.
Fashioned in Valadium or 10K
Yellow Gold.

The Department of History announces the following special courses for the spring
semester:
History 400 taught by Prof. Steirer, 11:15 M w Th; 107 Hardin
Slavery in America. The history and impact of the "peculiar institution" on both black
and white Americans.
History 471 taught by Prof. McKale, 11:15 T F; 12:20 w 121 Hardin
The Holocaust and Nazi Germany, what led to the murder of six million Jews and
more than six million other Europeans by a so-called "civilized" nation?
History 492 taught by Prof. Moise, 9:05 M w F; 212 Hardin
The Vietnam wars. From 1946 to 1975 the Vietnamese fought first against the French,
then against the Americans. More than 50,000 Americans died along with over a million
Vietnamese. The French and Americans both lost and, in the end, the Communists
marched into Saigon, why? what happened?
History 495 taught by Prof. Ceruzzi, 2:30 T Th; 1:25 M, 107 Hardin
History of Computers. They affect everyone, few understand them, they are more
and more important in our lives. Yes, computers have a fascinating history and its study
is both fascinating and important.
History 496 taught by Prof. Johnson, 2:30-3:45 T Th; 121 Hardin
Professionalization of the Legal Profession. There was a time when lawyers were so
despised they were forbidden to set foot in the colony of Virginia. Three hundred years
later they seem sometime to run our society. What happened?
And the following new courses:
History 100, Higher Education & Clemson university, Prof. Reel
6:30-7:20 w (Evening Course,-1 credit)
History 384, History of Modern France, Prof. Crubb
9:05 M W F
Geography 102, Human Geography, Prof. Miller
11:15 TF, 12:20 W
Religion 306, Judaism, Prof. Greenspoon
6:00-7:15 PM T Th (Night Course)
Philosophy 317, Nineteenth century Philosophy, Prof. Maker
8:00 WF; 12:20 M
And back by popular demand:
History 198, Current History, Prof. Arbena, Prof. Saunders, Prof. Schaffer
and a cast of hundreds.
6:30-7:20 M (Evening course, 1 credit)
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Senate
from page 1
will not receive an I if his grade for daily
work is an F. Also, the senate recommends
that students be allowed 30 days after the
beginning of the next session in which he is
enrolled, including summer school, to
remove the incomplete grade.
Extensions will be granted under unusual
circumstances, and the extension must be
approved in writing by the instructor of the
course and the head of the department in
which the course was taken.
Student loads
The maximum number of hours a student
on academic probation may take is 15. The
maximum number of hours in which a student in good academic standing may enroll
is 19.
'
.
A student in good academic standing
may enroll in over 19 hours with the approval of his adviser and his department
head.
,
This is similar to the ad hoc committee s
report except the senate added the statement that the student's adviser's signature
be required for the additional course load.
Regarding final examinations
The student senate along with the faculty
senate oppose the ad hoc committee's probition on exemptions of final exams and
specifying the nature of the final exam in
lecture courses.
Also, the student senate opposed the ad
hoc committee's recommendation for a socalled "dead week" where no examinations
will be given except in laboratory portions

mittee recommend that no course taken at a
will follow the procedures stated in the
nonbaccalaureate degree institution such as
committee's firsi recommendation.
a junior college or two-year technical colStudent senate amended these three
lege be used as a equivalent or substitute for
amendments as follows: student recomany 300- or 400-level Clemson course.
mends a student dismissed may return after
Both the student senate and faculty
one regular semester has passed with the
senate
agree that all statements concerning
following conditions being met.
re-examination as listed in the catalog on
1) The student must return during a
pages 41 and 42 should stay the same. The
regular semester (not summer school).
senates feel a student should get a diploma
2) If the student chooses to return, he
even though it will not be in time for
must return in the regular session imgraduation with the current class, and a stumediately following the semester of indent shouldn't have to take another course.
eligibility.
Finally, the student senate agrees with the
3) The student will return on probation,
Readmission after dismissal
committee on the point that students should
and he must be in good academic standing
Student senate concurred with the ad hoc
be prevented from scheduling courses for
at the end of this extra probationary
committee on all three recommendations
which they do not meet the prerequisites
semester.
with an additional point amended to this
listed in the catalog.
4) The student dismissed after this extra
topic.
probationary semester must then follow the
The ad hoc committee recommends a stuguidelines under the three recommendadent who is dismissed may appeal the deciMore committees
tions of the ad hoc committee.
sion. His rebuttal will be referred to a comThe student senate's report on academic
Reid Tribble said the senate will fight
mittee appointed by the Provost. Also, if a
regulations was submitted to Dr. Jerry
hard for this extra amendment. "After you
student is denied his appeal, the student can
Reel, dean of undergraduate studies, on
kick someone out for four years, your not
try again to have his appeal accepted.
Wednesday. Along with the faculty senate's
going to get many students back," he said.
Second, a student who has not enrolled
report on the same ad hoc committee's
for a period of four calendar years after
recommendations, the report will go to the
Course credits
dismissal may apply for readmission under
commission of undergraduate studies which
The student senate and the ad hoc comspecial conditions known as Academic
will meet on Nov. 18 and 19. The commismittee concur on several points concerning
Renewal. Under this condition a student's
sion is composed of nine deans and four
credits. In regard to transfer students, no
previous credits passed and their attending
students randomly selected by John
grade lower than a C can be accepted under
quality points whether they be beneficial or
Pettigrew, student body president.
any circumstances from another institution.
The commission's suggestions along with
hampering to a student will not be counted
Also, no letter grade should be assigned
towards a Clemson degree. However, the
the
reports will then be forwarded to the
for any course in which the student has
previous record will appear on the permaPresident's
Council and finally to Dr. Bill
received credit by exemption. This pertains
nent record as well as the notation of readL. Atchley, university president, for a perto credit received through credit by exmission under the new policy. sonal decision.
amination. The faculty senate also enforces
Finally, the committee stated that a stuThe administration will decide when the
this decision.
dent who has not enrolled in four years but
final
policy changes will take effect.
Moreover, both the senate and the comwishes to be readmitted without accepting
the conditions under Academic Renewal

of lecture/laboratory courses. The senate
said the option of whether or not a test is
given should be up to the class and the professor of the course. Furthermore, the
senate feels that no statements concerning a
dead week be mentioned in the catalog.
One proposal by the ad hoc committee
stating final examinations must be given on
the dates and at the times designated in the
final examination schedule was agreed upon
by the senate.

GRAND OPENING
LAKEVIEW PRINTING
30% OFF All QUICK COPYING

COPY ONTO ALMOST ANY PAPER
• CLEMSON ORANGE
• 3-HOLE PAPER FOR YOUR 3-RING BINDER
CREATE YOUR OWN PERSONALIZED STATIONERY

654-1294
)S

Check our speed, price and
quality first
NEXT TO WINN-DIXIE

Renresentatives of Virginia Electric and Power Company will be conducting
intervfews on wmpus Nov. 17,1981. Please make an appointment by contacting
^KrSt office. If you are unable to meet with our recruiters at this time,
plSSyour resume to Virginia Electric and Power Company, Professional
Recruiting, P. 0. Box 26666, Richmond,Virginia 23261.

NOTARY PUBLIC
HWY. 123 LAKEVIEW PLAZA MALL

if
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Tiger challenged to one-mile marathon
by Kavin Taylor
staff writer
On Oct. 26, the staff of The Tiger was
challenged to a battle of legs. Professor of
physics Donald P. Miller, concerned over
an editorial about his comment on his ability to walk home in ten minutes, challenged
The Tiger staff to a race.
The editorial in question hinted that
Miller's pace was Olympic material, which
might explain his nickname, "Don't Pass"
Miller.
The race will cover a one-mile course
over the university, starting at the PA&S
greenhouses and ending somewhere off

NOVEMBER
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Gamma Sigma Sigma holds rockathon

campus after passing Fike Recreational
building. This course is, according to
Miller, the farthest route a student would
have to walk across campus.
Miller was quick to point out that he will
not train for this match, just walking home
from work as usual.
The Tiger, on the other hand, will do
specific exercises to increase their endurance. Such exercises as the 12-ounce
curl, the spigot press, and the Domino's
squat have been added to the staff's already
hectic schedule of shoveling, according to
training coordinator, Van "press" Mattison, business manager.

Gamma Sigma Sigma will turn over to
the American Cancer Society approximately $850 raised during ifs rockathon
held from Wednesday, Oct. 21, to Saturday, Oct. 24.
So far, $586.96 has been collected from
pledges and from washtubs that were
placed at the rocking sites, according to
Lynne Browning, president of the sorority.
Another $250 is expected to come in from
pledge collections.
According to Browning, two rockers
were placed in the plaza, and two were
placed in front of the city police station.
The two at the police station and one of the

two in the plaza were manned by members
of Gamma Sigma Sigma. Members of
Alpha Phi Omega took turns manning the
other rocker located in the plaza. In addition, pledge boards were, placed at the
locations, and each business that made a
minimum donation of $5 was listed for the
duration of the rockathon.
The last issue of The Tiger incorrectly
stated that the sponsor of the rockathon
was Alpha Phi Omega. Browning said that
although the project was originally begun
with the co-sponsorship of the fraternity,
Gamma Sigma Sigma has assumed responsibility for the project.

BRAND NEW!
IZODS
MEN'S $16.98 LADIES'
POLO SHIRTS
MEN'S AND LADIES'
s
21.95

announces

Vent Brush Special

Now only $2.00
(Reg. $5)

s

9.99

TOPS AND BOTTOMS
400 Mills Ave., Mills Center, Greenville, S.C.

CLEMSON MEDICAL ALERT!

with any
full service
hairstyle

If your blood runs orange, you need

to visit

THE JEWELRY WAREHOUSE

call us for an
appointment

400 Mill Centre, 400 Mill Ave., Greenville, S.C.

654-7549
' CLIP & TAKE TO REGISTRATION '

HUMANITIES 309:
BLACK CULTURE IN WHITE AMERICA

The Best Place to Save on Clemson Merchandise

ir

Clemson student & Faculty
Discount Plan
THE

G%J&SGAPE
MEAT
(Use your I.D. card at any
of our three stores)

The culture of black Americans-music, religion
literature, and art-its evolution, its nature and
the relationship it has to the culture of white
America. This course, taught for the first time at
Clemson, is important for all Americans who
recognize the fact they live in a multi-racial society
and want to know more about the culture of black
people, and how that culture has been dealt with
by white people.

10:10 T w F
313 Daniel Hall
Prof. Alan Schaffer

Example of Savings
sug. with I.D.
Retail
card
Schwinn voyageur
379.95
279 95
Schwinn LeTour
254.95
204 95
Raleigh Super Course
439.95
359 95
Fuji Royale
369.95
319.95
Fuji America 18 Spd
719.95
599 95
Motobecane Jubilee Sport.. 399.95
329 95
Motobecane Grand Touring
15 Spd
409.95
339.95

Discount Plan applies to
all models in store.
Clemson Discount granted
on service/repair work.
Service you can count on
to be done correctly the first time.

The Great Escape
2704 E. North Ave., Anderson
next to Dillard's Sports Store

Also Greenville
& Spartanburg
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Society plans professional recording studio
■

by Kavin Taylor
staff writer
By the end of this semester, the university
probably have a professional-quality
recording studio, according to Steve Hott
0f the University Recording Society.
wiU

"We want it tomorrow," said Hott, "but
at least optimistically we can expect the
studio to be finished by Dec. 1 if everything goes as planned."
Everything includes finishing the plans,
building the studio Intersanctum II, and

//

getting final approval from the student
senate.
The society consists of about 50
members. All students will be allowed to
use the facility, but society members will get
first choice on times.
Hott, who is secretary/treasurer of the
organization, feels that once a person
records, or just visists the studio, he will
want to join U.R.S.
According to Hott, the U.R.S.'s function
will be to put out an album of original student material as well as provide a studio
for anyone who wants to record.

The student album will probably be
postponed for this year as the group is just
now getting started. When it becomes
available, the album will be sold at just
above cost, between $3 and $4.
U.R.S. originally met in room 215
Daniel, but will now be permanently
located in Daniel 202.
All details have not been worked out at
this time, but charter membership is 5
dollars. This will probably go up next
semester, as the charter members will have
done all the work, according to Hott.
Students who do not have a band will be

able to find one, and those who just need an
instrument will be able to find that too,
Hott said of U.R.S.'s services.
Musical tapes will not be the only thing
recorded. Students will be able to record
readings, demos, public service announcements, whatever interests them, according
to Hott.
The society has already been recording
such acts as the university chorus and
groups in Edgar's and feels that it will fill a
need on campus.
"An album is a good means of communication," Hott said.

ELECTRIC PERFORMANCES,
GRAND FUN
ELEGANTLY
RAUNCHY, UNEXPECTEDLY
TOUCHING'
-Sheila Benson, LOS ANGELES TIMES

OUTRAGEOUSLY ENTERTAINING, BITCHILY FUNNY

-David Ansen, NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE

//

WONDERFUL DIALOGUE,
HILARIOUS SEX SCENES,
BRILLIANT ACTING:

—Liz Smith,
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

ROU^EAMOUS
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Presents
A Tacquet-William Allyn Production A George Cukor Film
JACQUELINE BISSET CANDICE BERGEN

T-

..„.„,.„ *** i Directed by GEORGE CUKOR

HKSTRICTtP -gST"
WHEIttKMMM ACCOMPANYING
Ejgjjj OB IWU WMjM

MGM^J

umtedAitists

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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News digest

Spring preregistration will begin on Monday
Preregistration for the Spring 1982
semester will begin Monday, Nov. 9, and
will continue through Friday, according to
schedule coordinator David Fleming.
Preregistration for each student will take
place in his major department, and there
are five steps involved in the process:
1) Go to department office of one's
major Nov. 9-12.
2) Pick up printed Scholastic Program
Form.
3) Record course selections for the
spring semester on the Scholastic
Program Form and have them approved by your adviser.
4) Mark approved course selections on
the optical scan sheet.
5) Turn in the Scholastic Program
Form and the optical scan sheet to
major department by Nov. 13.
To preregister, students need a Spring
1982 schedule booklet. The booklets can be
picked up in the Student Union.
Fleming said that all students should preregister because "It resolves problems that
occur in class scheduling, and it may prevent a student from becoming blocked out
of a class that he needs."

Trustees medal
Competition for the Trustees Medal,
Clemspn's oldest non-academic award, will

begin with preliminary speeches to be
delivered on Nov. 17 and 18.
The public speaking contest is open to all
students.
Students wishing to enter the competition
should contact Bernard K. Duffy at
656-3168 or at his office at 604 Strode
Tower.

Stolen tarp
The orange banner used by the cheerleaders at the beginning of all football
games was returned this week after being
stolen by students of the University of
South Carolina, according to the students
who retrieved it.
E. Rutherford, a freshman zoology
major reported to The Tiger that the orange
tarp was stolen by students at USC during
Tigerama.
According to Bert Fields, a freshman
history major, a drunk USC student
belonging to the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity said the Carolina football team
was going to run over the tarp, and then it
would be thrown into the stands where it
would be torn up.
"We thought it would be embarrassing,"
Fields said. Fields and Rutherford, along
with Wesley McMullan, Bobby Mozingo
and Chip Smith, rode to Columbia last
weekend and confronted the student who

had possession of the tarp.
The tarp was returned this week to the
varsity cheerleaders.

Speakers' Bureau
John MaUoy, author of "Dress For Success " and "Women's Dress for Success,"
will speak in Brackett Auditorium Nov. 11
at 7 p.m.
According to Johnna Herring, Speakers
Bureau chairwoman, Malloy will speak on
"The way people perceive you, the interview, and basic social attitudes."
There will be a reception after the speech
at the Alumni Center. Admission to the lecture is free.

Chronicle contest
Fifty-five authors submitted 174 entries
during the Chronicle's Creative Writing
Contest. The response to this year's contest, which ended on Sunday, was twice that
of last year, according to David Hamilton,
the variety magazine's editor.
The contest was divided into two divisions. The poetry division drew 155 entries,
while 19 short stories were entered in the
other division. Three prizes will be awarded
in each division. First prize is $125. Second

New Cook Kits & Fuel Bottles

Hwy. 93, Next to Hop's

654-1737

We're National Starch and Chemical Corporation, international in scope and a leading manufacturer of over 2000
technically advanced products. Pacer, food, packaging
textiles, cosmetics, disposables, bookbinding, automotive
and appliances, pharmaceuticals, water treatment and
woodworking-are all important industries that utilize our
products, many of which probably touch your life in some
way every day.
It has taken the combined efforts of a highly motivated, forward thinking, talented group of professionals that have
brought us to the forefront of our industry. It will take similar
minded people to lead us into the future. If you set high
goals and achieve them and have a solid academic
background, you should know more about us and we
about you.

The university computer programming
team won the Southeast regional programming contest held at the University of
North Carolina at Charlotte on Halloween.
The runners-up in the regional contest
was the team from the University of North
Carolina at Wilmington. Both the Clemson
and the Wilmington teams will be representing the Southeast in the national contest
held in Indianapolis in early February.
The programming team is sponsored by
the Association of Computing Machinery.

Diaper relay
Alphi Phi Omega, a national service
fraternity, will hold a 50-mile diaper relay
from Clemson to GreenviHe on Saturday to
raise money for the Arthritis Foundation.
The relay will begin at 7 a.m.

"BEAT THE
TARHEELS!

99

College Ave.

Clemson, S.C.

Chemical Engineering
Play a key role
the National way...
people working to meet
the needs of people

Programming team

Lynch Drug Co.
says

APPALACHIAN TRAIL OUTFITTERS, INC.
New Tents, Gloves, Vests,
Booties, Warm Socks & Ragg Sweaters
New Shipments Arriving Daily

and third prizes are $75 and $50, respectively.
Entries will be judged by William Price
Fox, a professor of English at the University
of South Carolina.
Winners in both divisions will be announced Dec. 1. All winning entries and a
number of those named honorable mention
will be published in the January 1982 issue.

CAMPUS CAMERA
University Sq. Clemson, SC 654 6900

'COLOR FILM

XPOSURE
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• DEVELOPED & PRINTED •
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STARCH AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION
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"SILK & STEEL"
654-5882
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Strom Thurmond:
by Elaine Welch McCaUum
staff writer
"One cannot always be a hero, but one
can always be a man." These are the words
printed beneath James Strom Thurmond's
picture in the Clemson College annual of
1923. Thurmond graduated from Clemson
at the age of 20 to become South Carolina's
youngest agriculture teacher, youngest
superintendent of education, youngest state
senator, youngest college board member
and youngest circuit judge.
Born in Edgefield, S.C., on Dec. 5,1902,
Thurmond was raised by a strict code of
ethics. His parents had no tolerance for

1981

i

graduate, teacher, senator, judge

compromise between right and wrong.
Strom Thurmond was admitted to the
South Carolina Bar in 1930, and in 1933 he
was elected state senator from Edgefield
County, where he served until elected a circuit judge in 1938. Even though this position exempted him from service in the armed
forces, when the war broke out against Germany, he volunteered for active duty and
was assigned to the 82nd Airborne Division
participating in the Normandy invasion. He
was awarded 21 awards and citations.
Returning to his duties as circuit judge
upon discharge from service in 1946 with
the rank of lieutenant-colonel, Thurmond
continued on in politics. On Jan. 21, 1947,

at age 44, Strom Thurmond became South
Carolina's first bachelor governor since
1897.
Before the year ended, Thurmond was
married to Jean Crouch, age 21, on Nov. 7.
Jean and Strom Thurmond were married
for 12 years, until Jean Thurmond died
from a brain tumor on Jan. 6, 1960.
Clemson graduates have served in the
state's General Assembly, in the nation's
Congress, and in a variety of other posts of
political leadership. But Thurmond, class
of 1923, is the only Clemson graduate to
have been governor of South Carolina,
United States Senator and a nominee for
President of the United States.

In 1955 Thurmond was elected to the
United States Senate by write-in ballots, the
only Senator ever elected by write-ins, and
has served in the United States Senate continuously since then.
On Sept. 16, 1964, Senator Strom
Thurmond addressed the people of South
Carolina on television, giving his reasons for
leaving the Democratic Party for that of the
Republican. During the address, "Strom
Thurmond (D., S.C.)" flashed across the
screen. Two-thirds of the way through, it
read "Strom Thurmond (R., S.C.)."
On Dec. 22, 1968, Strom Thurmond married Nancy Moore. They have four children.
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FAST, FRESH, HOT & FREE DELIVERY
IN 30 MIN. OR LESS
NEW RADIO-DISPATCHED DELIVERY-IN 30 MIN. OR LESS

GIVE US A CALL 654-6990
CHANELO'S
NEW DINE IN-LUNCHTIME DELIGHTS
FROM 11 AM THRU 2 PM MON. THRU FRI.
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Family restaurant has variety of appeals
by Tim Hall
features editor
It started as a whim 14 years ago, but today The Old House restaurant has become
a thriving business. Located in a 150-acre
valley surrounded by rolling hills, grazing
cattle, and log cabins, the restaurant has
become an area landmark.
"We originally opened the restaurant as
a hobby, but it has grown into something
we just can't hardly take care of. Now, it's
our only source of income," said co-owner
H. F. Harris.
After living in the 96-year-old house for
six years, Harris built a new house nearby
and opened the restaurant in two rooms of
his former home. Eventually the restaurant
expanded to occupy the entire house, even
necessitating the enclosure of the back

porch.
"We named the restaurant The Old
House because everytime someone would
call and ask for Ma, they'd tell them she was
out at the old house," said Harris.
The restaurant is filled with antiques,
both functional and decorative. Warmth is
provided by old-fashioned wood-burning
heaters, and the cooking is done on a 19th
century stove that has been adapted to use
natural gas. Turn-of-the-century lithographs hang on the wall in one corner, and
an old shotgun hangs over the mantle. In
addition there is a myriad of old clocks,
jugs and oaken buckets. Bills are tallied on
a 1940 vintage cash register, and a handmade table is the favorite dining spot in the
house.
"We've accumulated these antiques over
the years. I'm partial to most of them, but

we do sell them occasionally," said Harris.
Working at the restaurant has become a
family affair for the Harris family. Family
members wait tables, cook, operate the
cash register and occasionally provide
entertainment.
"My wife and her sister play the piano
and organ during meals if they have the
time. I think they're a little bashful to play
in front of people a lot," said Harris.
As for his own role in the restaurant,
Harris says, "I stand around and boss a lot
and visit with the people. My wife and family do most of the work."
The Old House restaurant can hold up to
100 people at one time, and according to
Harris, the restaurant has reached its crowd
capacity on several occasions.
"We've had over 192 people waiting outside in one night. We sell grits with

everything we serve—sometimes as much as
55 gallons of grits in one night," said
Harris.
Specializing in country cuisine, the
restaurant serves its drinks in fruit and
mayonnaise jars and is famous for its country ham and porterhouse steak dishes.
Now that the restaurant has expanded
within its physical limits, Harris has few
aspirations for restauranteering.
"My wife and I are tired and need to quit
the business. If we can get our young-uns
more interested in the restaurant than us,
we'd leave it with them," said Harris.
The Old House'Restaurant is located between Walhalla and Seneca off S.C.
Highway 28 and is open from 5-9 p.m. on
Thursdays and from 5-10 p.m. on Fridays
and Saturdays.
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To the retailer: General Foods Corporation will reimburse you for the face value of this coupon plus T
for handling if you receive it on the sale of the specified product and if upon request you submit
evidence thereof satisfactory to General Foods Corporation. Coupon may not be assigned, transferred
or reproduced. Customer must pay any sales tax. Void where prohibited, taxed or restricted by law.
Good only in U.S.A.. Puerto Rico and U.S. Gov't Install. Cash value: 1/20'. Coupon will not be honored
it presented through outside agencies, brokers or others who are not retail distributors of our
.merchandise or specifically authorized by us to present coupons for redemption. For redemption of
properly received and handled coupon, mail to: General Foods Corp., P.O. Box 103, Kankakee, Illinois
60901. Limit-One Coupon Per Purchase. This coupon good only on purchase of product indicated
Any other use constitutes fraud. Offer expires April 30,1982.
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A SMALL PRICE TO PAY
TO SHOOT LIKE A PRO!
Fuji really aims to please with
the new STX-1. It's, the perfect
introduction to 35mm photography. Because ihe STX-1 has
modern, light, compact styling.
An inexpensive price tag. And
sophisticated qualily features
. that make picture taking easier
than ever.
When you buy a STX-1 you gel1
the accuracy of full aperture silicon metering . . a
r^^^_
bright control center
IDb
view tinder. . . 3-way
H^3
focusing ... a selltimer and shutter
speeds to

1 /700th of a second Plus, an
oil less self-lubricating shutter.
The STX-1 also has a convenient
bayonet mount for changing
lenses FAST..
When you add it all up, Ihe Fujica STX-1 sure makes a pretty
piclure. In tact, yo.u won't tind
a better reason to take a shol at
SL1 photography Slop by and
give it a try.
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EVENTS
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photo by Rob Biggerstaff

Blitzed again?
Johnny Link of the Clemson City Police administers a breathalyzer test to Michelle
Diaz, one of five student drivers tested during Sunday's Blue Light Blitz. The event tested
the students' ability to drive while drinking.

NOVEMBER 1981
6-7—Exhibit: Display by Cecile Martin. Union Gallery, open 8:30 a.m. 5 p.m. weekdays, free.
6-7—Play: "The Water Engine," a Clemson Players production. Daniel
Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m., free with university ID, $1 without ID.
7—Declamation contest. High school students recite poetry in different
languages for prizes. Daniel Hall, 7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
8—Free Hick: "Green Berets," YMCA Theater, 8 p.m.
9—Lecture: "Nursing Lobbyist: You Can Make A Difference," Delores
L. Farr, R.N., coordinator, Legislative Branch Activities of
American Nurses Association, Washington Office. Daniel Hall
Auditorium, 2-4 p.m. Reception will follow in the College of Nursing Building, first floor, free.
9_Volleyball: College of Charleston, Fike Recreation Center, 7 p.m.
9-13—Pre-registration for spring semester.
9-15—Exhibit: Photo display by Dan Stoney. Union Gallery, open
8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m., weekdays, free.
10—Performing Artist Series: "Much Ado About Nothing," presented
by the National Players. Daniel Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m. Admission
by series ticket or individual ticket, $4, on sale at the door.
11—Film: "In Pursuit of Sensitivity," part of Japanese Film Series III.
Lee Hall Auditorium, 4 p.m. free.
11—Speakers Bureau: John Malloy, author of "Dress for Success" and
"Women's Dress for Success," on preparing for a job interview.
Brackett Hall Auditorium, 7 p.m., free.
11—Soccer: Emory, Riggs Field, 7 p.m.
12—Film: "The Texas Chainsaw Massacre," part of a series of classic,
European, and cult films presented by Five Directions Cinema.
Hardin Hall Auditorium, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $3 or by season
ticket.
12—Gutter: Poetry reading, 8 p.m.
13—Sign-up deadline for University Union-sponsored Spring Break
Cruise, Union Information Desk, 4:30 p.m.
13-14—Edgar's: "Chilly Willy," 9 p.m. Admission $1, ID required.
14—Frisbee exhibition, Riggs Field, 11 a.m., free.
14—Football: Maryland, Memorial Stadium, 1 p.m.
15—Free Flick: "Shampoo," YMCA Theater, 8 p.m.
15-17—"Board of Visitors" convenes.

n

IF YOU'RE GOING TO THE GAME
BISCUIT TOWNE, U.S.A.
WELCOMES TIGER FANS!
we're close to the stadium
we have B.B.Q. ribs
919-942-1782
Chicken dinners
106 Mallette St.
30 combinations of
giant biscuits
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HWY. 54

Call Ahead For
Chicken Boxes
$1.00 Off 10,15, & 20
Piece Boxes.
With This coupon
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COM MI
Editorials

Student ideas needed
The recent passage of the academic regulations proposal by the student
senate has brought to the forefront a major weakness in the effectiveness of
student government. This proposal was unpublicized before passage and
seemingly rushed through the student senate from its committee before the
student body had any knowledge of it. Furthermore, little or no student
feedback was actively elicited by the student senators—the supposed
representatives of student opinion.
Many familiar with governmental systems would conclude that students
should make every effort to find out what their elected body is doing that
will have a direct effect on their academic and, oftimes, personal lives. The
argument goes on to contend that students should carefully inspect the idea of
minutes from senate meetings which are reputed to be posted throughout
campus.
Conversely, it should be the duty of the student senators to make sure
they have a well informed constituency. It's all part of the responsibility
that goes with the job. And important votes shpuld be widely publicized in
time for student opinion to filter through to their senators. It is hard to
believe so many students were apathetic enough to totally ignore such a bill
as the academic regulations proposal.
And ambiguous, cryptic minutes from student senate meetings could be
easily translated into a more readable transcript. The clear and concise
reporting of senate affairs is essential for any increased student participation.
Active solicitation of student opinion by student senate has been all but
nonexistent. If students are to be assured effective representation then their
opinions as a whole must be known. An open forum, perhaps held monthly
by students senators for the student body would give the senators a better
idea of their constituents' beliefs and thus prevent another detremental bill
from passing.
In order for the student senators to serve the students they must also
have a rapport with the student senate as a whole, including its myriad of
committees. Often a bill will come out of committee, be put on the floor
and voted on after one reading. A requirement for two readings of
proposals before a vote is allowed to be taken would enable those senators
who aren't familiar with the bill a chance to find out what's going on.
Open forums, student feedback, better intra-senate communications,
and revised senate minutes would faciliate the students voice in how their
education is being directed.
After all, all students are students whether they're on the student
senate or not, and what's good for the student body is good for the
senators and the school in general.

Tiger accepts the challenge
On Monday, Oct. 26, D.P. Miller, professor of physics, entered The Tiger
offices with Tiger staffers only knowing that he was there because "the
gauntlet [had] been thrown."
It was during this exciting visit that Miller extended a challenge to the entire Tiger staff of a one-mile walk across campus. The challenge came in
response to a Tiger editorial which questioned the possibility of walking a mile
in 10 minutes.
Although we realize that it's almost impossible for us to win (if we take
more than 10 minutes, we may let a 53 year-old man beat us; if we don't,
we've failed to prove our point.) The editorial board of The Tiger accepts the
challenge.
However, since the board speaks only for itself, it cannot accept the
challenge for the entire staff.
You can rest assured that we, the offenders, will be quite selective in
choosing our weapons (loaded backpacks, new shoes and two staff members
with weak bladders).
3 be ZTiger.
Editor in chief—Dana Hanson
Managing editor—Holly Hamor
Associate editor—William Pepper
News editor—Sha Sifford
Assistant news editor—Michael L. Puldy
Features editor—Tim Hall
Entertainment editor—Keith Mattison
Sports editor—Cindy Powell
Copy editor—Doug Campbell
Photo editor—Rob Biggerstaff
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Footnotes
"When the drugs wear off, y'all let me know." —Christopher Sieverdes,
associate professor of sociology, attempting to liven up an unresponsive class.
"That kick went two yards into the end zone; his groin must be good."
—George Allen, CBS commentator, remarking about a punter's quick
recovery from an injury.
"And I'm taking this damn test." —An unidentified senior engineering
student at the Engineer-In-Training test commenting on the score of the
Clemson-Wake Forest game.

Letters policy
The Tiger welcomes letters from its
readers. Letters should be typed doublespaced on a 65-character line.
Letters should be limited to 200 words in
length. The deadline for all letters is 6 p.m.
the Tuesday prior to publication.
The editor in chief reserves the right to
edit letters for style and space. Also, letters
which are in poor taste or potentially

libelous will be withheld if the editor deems
it appropriate.
All letters become property of The Tiger
and cannot be returned. A file of letters is
maintained should questions arise.
Letters should be submitted to The Tiger,
Box 2097 University Station, Clemson, S.C.
29632, or brought by the offices at room
906 of the University Union.

Business manager—Van Mattison
Advertising manager—Andy Pendarvis
Office manager— Priscilla Bunton
Circulation manager—Kavin Taylor

Editor's note
Faculty adviser—Louis L. Henry
Joint media adviser—Joy S. Smith
Printer—Martin Printing Co.

With a little help from our friends—Mark Bailey, Brian Becknell, Speed Bouknight, Andy Bowley, Tammie Carroll,
Thad Cloer, Jim Daugherty, Chris Dubisson, Susan Ellington, Sharon Fisher, Jim Gilstrap, James Groman, Dave
Herrington, Donza Hyman, Mark Langford, Jennifer Lloyd, Regina Makapugay, Paul Marzo, Libby McKay, Charissa
Newton, Keith Reeves, Karen Reynolds, Cathy Rigg, David Roberts, Steve Ruel, Betsy Russell, Pam Sheppird, Jean
Spitzmiller, Ken Stech, Julie Waters, Bert West, Carla Wortkoetter, Mike Wylie and Rodney Young.
Opinions expressed on the editorial pages are those of the individual writer with the exception of the lead editorial
on this page, which expresses the majority opinion of the editorial board. The editorial board is composed of the editors
listed in the left hand column above. The opinions expressed in the editorials do not necessarily reflect the views of the
administration, faculty or student body as a whole.

A calendar of events will be published
each week on the page before the editorials.
The calendar will list campus events open
to the public and which are non-profit.
Political and religious activities will not be
listed and only items from recognized university groups will be considered. Cultural
and academic events will have priority over
other items.
Items for and questions about the calendar should be sent to William Pepper,

associate editor. Items should list the date,
time, place, purpose and sponsor of the
event.
The deadline for submitting items for the
calendar will be Friday at 3 p.m. prior to
the date of publication. In general, the
calendar will include events for the upcoming week.
If you have a possible story idea, you
may contact The Tiger offices. Editors do
reserve their editorial rights.
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Letters

Senate turn-out shows student concern

tion. Brothers of Alpha Phi Omega parTwo weeks ago, the student senate
ticipated, but GSS deserves the credit for
voted on a scheduling change which will
the success for this very worthwhile activaffect a large majority of the students on
ity. The Brothers of Alpha Phi Omega
campus. One week ago, a 17-part resoluwish to commend the Sisters of Gamma
tion came out dealing with controversial
Sigma Sigma for the sorority's dedication
topics which concerned new academic
to service.
regulations. Most students will not learn
Rod Walker
about these decisions until after they are
Corresponding
Secretary
out of the senate's hands. This lack of
Alpha Phi Omega
communication was the purpose of a student appearance at the Student Senate
Chambers on Monday, Nov. 2.
A group of 40-plus students attended
the senate meeting to show the senators
that we, the students, were concerned with
the legislation at hand. However, we were
shut out of any participation in the
Thank you for giving me time during
meeting.
your Nov. 2 meeting. For a split instant I
It is not their jobs as senators to strive
felt that the complete senate was conto keep us informed? I think that it is. It
cerned with our school.
does not take much time to notify stuAfter only a few minutes with the floor
dents on a hall of what the senate is conI was repeatedly and rudely interrupted
sidering. I was a senator last year and
with snide questions/comments. Because
know from experience.
regaining the floor of the senate is
I was very disappointed in our student
equivilent to parting the Red Sea, I have
senate Monday night. They have the
chosen to answer the questions, posed by
potential to be an effective organization if
our "concerned" senators, in The Tiger.
they would work with the students they
The first question was: "Where did this
are supposed to represent. The fact that
guy come from?" I and many concerned
the student senate refused to allow us to
and interested students, came from the
speak reflects a lack of communication
student body at Clemson, whom you are
between senate and students. If student
charged to represent. The same people
government is going to represent us, then
whom you as a senator should have polled
they need to talk to us.
before the meeting. My question to you
I would like to encourage all students to
is "Why do you want to represent us?"
talk to their senators and get some action
The second comment directed toward
out of them. Presently, the senators are
myself was "We don't have time to hear
not coming to the students to talk; so we,
this." I agree, you as a senator should
as students, must go to them. Show them
have already done your "homework"
that they need to keep us informed.
instead of worrying about how you were
I would like to thank the students who
going to manipulate Roberts Rules of
were concerned enough to attend the
Order. You obviously went to the
meeting in the hope of voicing their opichambers
on Monday so you could reprenions. We were representing an important
sent yourselves—not your constituents.
issue, and I think we did our jobs well.
This leads me to wonder why we have a
Danny Shook
few peopje representing us who don't care
about the students' wants. Our interests
were not protected and our opinions not
voiced. Our senators were rude and
unruley while they demanded nonsenators, at the same meeting, to be the
picture of politeness and considerateness.
Please put down your Roberts Rules of
The student senate meeting on Monday,
Order for a moment and open your eyes
Nov. 2, drew a large number of nonto what the student body wants.
senators. I would like to make it very
Finally, I would like to thank the few
clear that students are always welcome to
senators
who did not place themselves on(
attend senate meetings. If you come and
pedestals and wanted to hear the students'
see or hear something that you want to
opinions: perhaps the majority should
express your views about, ask a senator to
follow suit or resign.
step out in the lobby and tell him or her
Thomas K. Saxe
your views. I wish more of this would
take place.
Our senate is similar to all other
legislative bodies in that anyone cannot
come in and debate an issue. If we allowed anyone to speak, the senate would
never get through its business. Your voice
in the senate is through your senator.
We, the residents of S-l courtyard in
Talk to them and let them know your
Calhoun
Courts would like to share some
concerns. If you do not feel your senator
of our feelings with the rest of the univeris representing you, call me, and I will try
sity. We are through with promises from
to correct the problem.
this institution. First, when we moved into
Reid W. Tribble
our "unfinished" dorms this semester, we
President of the Student Senate
were told our bar stools (the only place
where we were supposed to eat) would be
here in two to four weeks. The Commons
Building (the only place to do laundry)
would be finished in four to six weeks.
In addition, our lovely apartments had
no trash cans, and the landscape consisted
of the attractive Clemson red clay. We
With reference to the article in the last
were also told then that we would have
issue of The Tiger concerning the recent
the option of moving later in the semester,
rockathon for the American Cancer Socior the workmen would work around our
ety, Alpha Phi Omega wishes to clarify its
schedules to complete our apartments.
role in the project. Gamma Sigma Sigma,
We were also told we would not be
not APO, was the sponsoring organiza-

Rude senators

Senate's rules

Unfinished dorms

allowed to hang anything on the walls.
Needless to say, we were all dissatisfied
with the plans, but who can argue? ($500
is a bargain, right?)
So, 10 weeks later, here we sit. We
finally got our trash cans, our bar stools
came in two weeks ago, and there are two
twigs outside planted in the clay. The
Commons Building still has a chain link
fence in front, and we've yet to see a
washing machine be moved in.
Oh yes, and we're moving this week.
No choice, nothing. We have to move.
We've got four weeks left in the semester,
and here we go again. But, the university
has offered its assistance in our transit.
It's giving us 45 minutes of the workmen's
time to move our belongings two courtyards down—where the view is even
lovelier. The walkway hasn't even been
completed down that far and there is a
two-and-one-half-foot "alley" in which
we enter from the front. You can't get
out the back because there is another
chain link fence just like the one on the
Commons Building. Let us not forget the
poor pre-fab and Village Green residents
who are anxiously awaiting their arrival at
the "Clemson Hilton".
We had paint on the carpet, holes in
the wall, and a bathroom door that hit
the toilet seat every time it was closed.
You're right, Clemson; for $500, it's a
steal!!!
Anne Lewis and 16 others
P.S. We do, however, realize that the
university is not entirely at fault.
Ballenger Corporation has not kept thencontractual promises.

Misleading
As a member of the student senate, I
feel obligated to respond to the editorial
of Oct. 22, entitled "Student senate: the
laughs continue."
First of all, let me compliment you on
your cute title. Would you please,
however, explain its basis. When, exactly,
did our "laughs" begin? Let me remind
you that a new student senate is elected
each year.
As for the Frisbee Club, it is just as
eligible for tournament funding as any
other sports club (e.g. the Sailing Club).
Also, your own organization receives far
more than $420 in student funds. Does
the Frisbee Club deem The Tiger ^'worthy?"
Concerning the Ukulele Club, you fail
to mention that its stated purpose is
"preservation of the ukulele and its songs
..." and that the duty of the "master
tuner" is to "clean up after meetings." If
this club desires to be recognized as a
social club such as B-5, let them state
their purpose as such. There is no need
for them to present a confusing and
misleading constitution to the student
senate.
Chase Foster

Inadequate input

Misplaced credit

I attended the senate meeting on Nov. 2
as a member of a group of students concerned about our senate representation.
We attended the meeting to express the
opinion that the majority of students are
not being adequately informed by their
representatives in the student senate. We

Hoped that expressing our opinion would
convince the senators that they need to get
more student input on the important decisions that the student senate makes.
Our group was shocked to learn that we
had sacrificed our time by going to the
senate meeting, only to be refused recognition—not once, but twice. We had the
feeling that we were being viewed as
troublemakers.
We realize that we may have gone
about expressing ourselves in a rather
unorthodox manner and that many of the
senators may not have known what we
wanted to say. Also, we acknowledge the
time and effort the senators put forth in
our behalf. But we would like to be more
adequately informed on student senate
issues. We elected these senate members
to represent us and to keep us informed
on senate legislation. Now all we are asking is that they do their job to the best of
their abilities.
Jay C. Cribb Jr.

Back then
While at Clemson for the recent N. C.
State game, I received a copy of the Oct.
22 issue of The Tiger. With all due respect
for you as editor, I found the editorial
"Shortening class change time will benefit
no one" both interesting and amusing.
The article made me realize how very
organized we must have been as students
when I attended Clemson (class of 1952).
Back then, there was a church-type bell,
situated over the guardroom near Tillman
Hall. This bell rang 10 minutes till the
hour—meaning class is over; five minutes
till—meaning "you've got five minutes;"
and then rang on the hour—meaning next
class begins. Being a CE major with most
classes in Riggs Hall, I, along with my
buddies, used to trek between Riggs and
the old physics building (next to the
YMCA building and where we had
physics and military science) and Tillman
Hall (where we had English and math,
etc.).
Of course, the Ag majors had even farther to walk. And in many cases, that 10
minutes between classes would include
grabbing a Coke from the old "Juice
Shop" at Tillman or running down to the
post office to check for a "sugar report."
There was no such thing as driving to
class. So, I wonder what the difference is
today? Wonder if today's student might
not have his/her mind on many things
other than the next class? Surely they're
not just lazy!
I don't know Professor Miller, to
whom you referred; however, I believe
you might be a little harsh and sarcastic
toward him. At 51, and still a very nroud
Tiger, I'm sure that walking from Riggs
to the old physics building would be no
different today than it was yesterday. I'm
sure that you guys don't need to take
lessons from the professor, as you mentioned. Just try the 10 minute change. I'm
sure you can make it with no sweat.
Thanks for listening. You'll find, when
you're 51, that your love and interest for
Clemson will have increased manyfold.
Clemson is that way!
Hope to meet you all during the reunion. I was circulation manager for The
Tiger during 1951-1952.
Samuel J. Grant Jr.
Colonel, U.S. Army-Ret.
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More tetters

Ukelele Club president explains club's purpose
As president of Upsilon Kappa Epsilon,
or the Ukulele Club, I'd like to first thank
The Tiger for excellent exposure last
week. There still seems, however, to be
much confusion about the club. This letter should clear things up.
We are a group of people who like to
get together to sing and meet as a group,
who would like to become involved in
university-sponsored club activities, who
would like to fraternize officially with
other campus groups in different events,
and who would like to benefit the campus
and community through various UKEsponsored drives and activities. We have
members from off-campus and seven different dormitories, and we are a nonfunded organization.
But the senate doesn't seem to think
these are good enough reasons. At the
senate meeting, one senator falsely stated
that I told her the only reason we wanted
recognition was to obtain block seating.
Many of us will be juniors next year—
we don't need block seating. Someone
also_stated that we have no provisions for
dues and that we cannot be serious
because only two people have ukuleles. I
have the original constitution copy for
public inspection to show 1) there are provisions for dues, 2) ukulele ownership is
not a membership requirement, and 3)
ukulele playing is only a part of our total
club purposes, which in fact do include
instruction as a service of the club. Looks
like somebody didn't read the constitution
beforehand. Besides, do all Micro Computer Club members have a micro computer? Do all sailing club members have
sailboats?
My purpose is not to attack the senate
as an organization. I ask only that they
take another look at us. We fill both
criteria for recognition: we are a unique
club, and we have met all the requirements in the student handbook. What else
can I say but Save the UKES—talk to a
student senator.
David Hill, President of U.K.E.

Senator's answer
The Academic Affairs Committee of
the student senate did a great deal of
work on the academic regulations
package. Many hours of study and relaxation were sacrificed to the task of researching and acting on each point of the
package.
The committee finished its work and
presented copies of the proposed legislation to each member of the student senate
on Oct. 26. It was the duty of each senator to post copies of the regulations with
their phone and room numbers and/or to
go door to door canvassing their constituents for their views on the issues. The
number of terrified students who were
guests at their student government
assembly indicated that some senators
may have not done so.
The emotional concern of these students
came out in noise of disturbance and
frustration since they were totally unfamiliar with the rules of procedure of the
student senate or any parliamentary body.
The rules exist so that order may be
maintained so that each side can debate
and present its argument. The senators
should exercise the same courtesy to
visitors that they have come to expect
from visitors to the senate. It is important
that the student senate members remember that they were elected to represent the
students and not to have something to put
on job resumes after graduation.
The senate chose the four "W" policy
as a political compromise, feeling that it

was better to have several drops with sufficient time to have accurately surveyed
the course rather than only four weeks as
the faculty senate and the ad hoc committee recommended. This move was made
with the hope of appeasement, that if the
students give in a little, the higher-ups will
also.
The continuing enrollment requirement,
as many in the student senate, on the ad
hoc committee, and in the fauclty senate
agree, should be a linear function instead
of a step function in order to avoid the
step-shock.
I did not agree with the final legislation
from the student senate on either of these
two points. However, that is a matter of
hindsight.
The student senate was unanimously
opposed to the proposed schedule change.
A great deal of concern was expressed
over this matter.
I encourage fellow students to express
constructive criticism of student government in this paper and to their representatives. This will make student government better.
Go Tigers!
James S. (Jim) Ulmer Jr., member
Student Senate Academic Affairs Committee

More than freaks
I have been more than a little annoyed
lately about the treatment the Clemson
Frisbee Club has received from The Tiger.
In the editorial of the Oct. 22 issue, the
Frisbee Club was referred to as a "worthy" campus organization but with
satirical connotations.
In the editorial "Student senate: the
laughs continue" no credit was given to
the Frisbee Club as a serious team sport.
Well, ultimate frisbee is more than just a
child's game, although it is well suited for
children because of the non-contactness
about it. The Frisbee Club is more than
just a bunch of freaks who throw the disc
around.
We are athletes in a new and exciting
sport; but since it is a new sport, we are
often written off as a bunch of oversized
kids playing catch.
Well, if you would ever come out to
one of our practices, or even better, one .
of our tournaments, you could maybe
pass some sort of judgment over the club.
This season we have played games against
the Atlanta, Athens, Georgia Tech,
Emory, USC, NC State, Yellow
Springs, Ohio, Knoxville, Duke and Oak
Ridge, Tenn., teams. I guess you could
say we are intercollegiate.
The funding we have received from the
university has made possible the travel to
these games and hosting of a sub-sectional
and invitational tournament. All these
games in three months is more than just a
frivolous game of catch; it is dedication to
a sport.
This past weekend we played in a sectional tournament in Raleigh for the
southeast title and a chance to go on to
regional and national tournaments. Yes,
you could say we are defending Clemson's
name as much as the soccer, football, tennis, swim, hockey, fencing or any other
team that represents the university in competition. I was very pleased to see the
scoreboard from our sub-sectional tournament published in The Tiger. I say hurray
to the sports editor for being on top of
the sports at Clemson.
We are a struggling team in a fast growing sport (almost 500 teams in the United
States and hundreds more in 15 foreign
countries). The struggle is not made any
easier by satirical editorials. The time and

effort our team puts forth deserve more
than a put-down. At least if you don't
give us credit, don't knock our team.
Come out and see us play sometime, not
frisbee, but ultimate.
David Price

Smiling faces
I found Mr. Rukstebs's editorial of how
"white kids" in college respond to blues
concerts as they do football games rather
humorous. I could just picture him at the
concert fidgeting in his chair being concerned over how Albert Collins would
view us college kids when he left Clemson.
What probably occupied Collins' mind
was how those college kids viewed him
after they left. The point is practically
any performer will relate that what keeps
him going show after show are the
moments when he looks out there while
performing and takes in all the smiling
faces (not just smiling mouths) of people
forgetting all their troubles and having a
good time because of his/her talent.
This is the service-minded attitude of all
performers; this is their inner gratification. If standing on chairs and pointing
fingers at the ceiling is how college kids
forget their troubles and how they show
their appreciation toward him, that's
great.
Gosh, I wonder what Collins would
have thought if his audience of college
kids had remained seated and had clapped
intellectually at each encore! No, what is
important to Collins is not if we acted the
way a blues audience should act, but
whether or not his performance enabled
each individual, in his own way, to cut
loose from life's routine and have a good
time.
If they did, then they will think
favorably about Albert Collins and The
Icebreakers when they arise in the morning. To Albert, that is what is important!
E. F. McDevitt

Down in Texas
During the last three years, I had the
"experience of attending the University of
Texas (you know, the orange and white
on the other side of the Mississippi), and
have traversed this mammoth campus between classes many times. You see, we
have been on a 10-minute break schedule
ever since I have been here, and I have
found many advantages in our class
change chaos.
First off, seeing that all Texans believe
that bigger is better, our campus is quite
large. (In fact, our. sewage plant alone is
big enough to completely house the
University of South Carolina.) This being
the case, most students must rush to their
classes.
Now let's look at all the benefits:
First, with a shorter break, there is not
time to g'o to the bathroom. Now this
might seem to be a problem to the man
on the street, but just think how much
money can be saved by totally phasing out
bathrooms on campus.
Second, students will almost assuredly
look for alternative modes of transportation. With increased demand for bicycles,
track shoes, motorized roller skates, and
rocket sleds, imagine how much the
neighboring businesses and local economy
would prosper.
Next, after a semester or two of this

class change rush, all students are in excellent shape, and we all know that student health centers are the last places any
of us want to visit.
Yes, it's true out here too: they'll either
cure you or kill you (sometimes even
both, and in opposite order).
Finally, with all of this running and
rushing going on, the typical student will
be so worn out at the end of the day that
he or she will simply be too tired to enjoy
a gourmet meal at one of the campus
finer dining facilities, to sit down to an interesting evening of "War and Peace"
(for U.S. history of course), or to even
commit acts of violence, such as stealing a
fiberglass steer or violating the nuisance
ordinances.
So, people, let's get real. The 10-minute
class break is worth it 100 percent, and
chaos can have its good points.
Tripp Holmgrain
University of Texas, Austin

Slap in the face
I recently attended a student senate
meeting with a group of concerned
students and was shocked at the result.
First of all, I would like to encourage
students to attend these meetings as often
as possible as I was surprised to see what
they handled. Many students are unaware
of all the responsibility involved within
the senate.
However, when we as a group attended
the last meeting to show our interest in
what was going on and that we would like
better reports of the dealings there, we
received a slap in the face when a
representative was refused recognition in
attempting to state our general opinion.
Moreover, the president of the senate
acted supremely victorious when only
62.7% of the senators voted to hear the
representative (66.67% vote was needed).
By the time the votes were manually
counted and calculated, the views could
have been stated and other business could
have been under way. Also, when a
number of senators spoke on behalf of
the representative, they were called down
for being "totally out of order." I suppose I should rephrase and say shouted
down.
Granted, the agenda was rather heavy
and obviously the president saw no time
for our trifles, but is it not the student
senate's responsibility to represent us as
students and hear our views? For a group
who was welcomed so many times to the
meeting, we sure did receive a proverbial
door-slam in the face!
P. J. Jeffords

Dastardly attack
The gauntlet has been thrown! In
response to your dastardly attack upon
me in your editorial, I herewith challenge
the entire staff of The Tiger (as listed in
the masthead) to a one-mile, afternoon,
cross-campus (and beyond) walk. Any
staff member that (save for health
reasons) does not accept this challenge
will be publicly proclaimed a "chicken"
and will henceforth forfeit all rights to
jocular comment concerning faculty
members. The route I have chosen starts
at the P & AS greenhouses and passes
Fike field house, the longest distance a
student would have to walk during a
10-minute class break.
My second will call upon you to arrange the time of the walk.
D. P. Miller
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And still more letters

'Holier than thou' attitude inappropriate for senators
I

■^^■■^^"
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This past Monday night, Nov. 2, some
friends and I attended the student senate
Sing around 7:45 p.m. I had never
Sved a senate meeting here at Clemson and was interested in seeing what
Sefplaccs in a typical gathering of these
neople- There happened to be some
crucial issues concerning student academic
quirements being brought before the
ena e, and many students were in attendance to view the outcome of the voting
and also to express their opinions if

volunteers, and if they are representative
of our student EMS team, then we should
all feel very secure about the emergency
services available to the student body.
They expressed an interest in doing more
public relations work, so if you have an
interest and an outlet to present it, give
these guys a call.
It will benefit all and maybe motivate
all students who are EMTs to volunteer
their services for a few hours each week
and promote the restoration of this service
to its full capacity. Once again thanks to
the University EMS for a job well done.
Deb Calhoun and Section #3
class of Nursing 419

^TTthe meeting progressed, or I should
sav continued since very little progress was
witnessed, I was astonished at the carryings on of various members of the senate.
Clearly, some of these students are not
familiar with their responsibilities as .
senators. I heard such statements as I
believe it should be done this way and
"In my opinion, this is how it should be
done, and I urge you to join me" and
manv others.
Some exhibited a pompous "holier than
thou" attitude. I would like to point out
that this is not the case with a majority ot
our senators; however, those mentioned
above had control over the meeting the
entire evening.
Who do these people think they are.'
Their personal opinions don't mean flip at
a senate meeting. They are there to
uphold the opinions of the people who
voted them into office, not to manipulate
university policies to conform to their
personal wishes. Nor are they a cut above
any other student on campus. They too
are students regardless of some title
bestowed upon them by fellow students.
There is clearly a vein of misrepresentation undermining the duties of the senate,
and many students in attendance at the
meeting feel that some serious soul searching and reorganization by the student
senate needs to take place. If some
senators cannot take a sincere approach to
upholding their responsibilities to their
constituents, they are replaceable. I
apoligize to many senators who are not
meant to be included in this assault. It is
not my intention to discredit the entire
senate!
■
',
Steve Poerschmann

Fast food?
Kimberly Stanley's letter in last week's
Tiger really touched me.
Kimberly purchased "food" at some
place called Del Taco and complained
about the excess paper and plastic in
which the "food" was wrapped.
Kimberly, I am sad to report, made a
grievous error!
She/he ate the "food" and threw away
the paper and plastic. Wrong!
When eating in such "fast food"
establishments (I cannot bring myself to
call them restaurants), Kimberly should
learn to eat the paper and plastic and
throw the "food" away. The taste won't
be much different and the environment
will be immeasurably cleaner.
Alan Schaffer

Secure feeling
We would like to take this opportunity
to express to three EMTs our gratitude
for a very special learning experience.
They came to a Community Health Nursing class and'taught a lot of prospective
nurses about transport of the injured patient. A simple thank you hardly covers
what these guys did.
Jerry, Jimmy and Irv were the EMT

MIA clarification
We certainly appreciate your article
concerning MIA (Men Interested in
Alpha) and the eventual formation of an
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Chapter here
on the campus. However, we should like
to clarify some of the apparent
misconceptions and as a consequence
misleading information. The constitution
of Alpha requires a GPR of 3.00 and not
2.00 as quoted in your article.
To further clarify misrepresentation of
the Fraternity, we should like to explain
the goals of Alpha. Alpha Phi Alpha was
founded on the campus of Cornell
University in 1906 from what was a study
and discussion group composed of seven
ambitious young men. These seven young
men were seeking the common goal of
academic excellence. Their belief that a
greater knowledge of one's own area of
specialization would provide a more
meaningful service for the betterment of
mankind is still the major objective of
Alpha. Alpha places more emphasis on
service rather than social activities and
continues to exemplify this characteristic
throughout the world.
Some, of the earlier and more prominent
Alpha Men include the following: Roy
Wilkins, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and
Hubert Humphrey. Some of the present
and more prominent Alpha Men are
Andrew Young, Julian Bond, Maynard
Jackson, Samuel Pierce Jr. (the present
secretary of HUD) and many others on
the national scene. Members on the. campus include professors O. R. Lumpkin
and C. L. B. Addison.
Once again we thank you for the article. Also, we hope that this follow-up letter will serve as an enlightenment to your
views of Alpha and MIA and will clarify
any incorrect interpretations in your article If you should have any further inquiries, direct them to C. L. B. Addison
(

just washed it. We found the machine
operator and he, begrudgingly, said he
would check the machine.
Whether or not the dryer actually was
out of order is beside my point. His
response to my problem typifies the service that is becoming more and more
common in my experiences with Dillard.
He said, "All we guarantee is that the
machines run—we don't guarantee that
they'll dry your clothes." In other words,
each time we dry our clothes, we have to
guess which dryers actually dry, since heat
is not guaranteed from any of them.
In still another instance, my roommate
and I were sitting on the benches outside
the laundry waiting for our clothes to
wash. We went in to take them out a
mere five minutes after the washer had
stopped. The machine operator had all of
our clothes, two machines full, out of the
machine and on the shelf over the
washers.
If we had been an hour late, there may
have been reason for his actions, but we
refuse to have our clothes removed from
the washer by him, necessitating^ second
wash, when the machine had only been
through for five minutes. If this practice
continues, should not the machine
operator be responsible for any missing
items in our laundry?
We all agree that either there should be
a change in the coin-operated laundry
management at the Dillard Building or a
drop in prices until they are equivalent to
the level of service we are now receiving.
Thank you for allowing me this opportunity to indicate an area of university service
that needs someone's attention.
Diane Blakeney

Members of MIA

Laundry blues
After four years here at Clemson
University, this is my first, and hopefully
my last, letter to you. But tonight pushed
me a little over my limit for tolerating the
laundry service at the Dillard Building.
My complaint does not in any way include the dry cleaning service; their service
to the university is one of the most efficient and economical ones on campus.
But each year I have watched the prices of
coin-operated laundry steadily rise and the
efficiency of it steadily decline.
Tonight my roommate and I went to
the Dillard Building to get our clothes out
of the dryer. One load was completely
dry, while the other load, set on exactly
the same setting, was as wet as if we had

„ „„^
.^r.rHno student.
UJtJ
ambitious
and horH
hard-working
student. He
He
is also a husband and a devoted father—
the sort of person one would never believe
capable of committing a violent sexual
crime. But Jon carries with him some
severe emotional scars stemming from
parental mistreatment during his
childhood. Jon realized that he had problems and sought help at the university
counseling center. Tragically, he ended up
in an office designed primarily for career,
rather than psychiatric counseling, and
was dismissed after three visits.
At the hearing, the psychiatric examiner
who had met with Jon stated his professional opinion that given six months of
treatment, Jon's chances for recovery
were excellent and that the probability of
his committing another violent crime while
undergoing treatment was very small.
Jon pleaded guilty to the charges
brought against him, begged for mercy
and, in effect, for psychiatric treatment.
In return for his honesty, he was awarded
a 20-year criminal sentence. In an apparent attempt to deter violent crime,
Judge Luke Brown abused a sick man by
making him the example with which to
frighten would-be criminals.
Judith L. B. Hoover

University service

The Tiger should be commended for
last week's article regarding the possible
amendment to the city of Clemson's zoning ordinance. Such an article reveals the
degree of concern within the university for
the day-to-day activities which occur
within the city of Clemson. However, the
article indirectly points out an additional
way in which the university serves the
state of South Carolina and specifically
the upstate.
It should be noted that Mr. Shuler,
After attending a school last year that
besides serving as city planner for the city
was on the Monday, Wednesday, Friday
of Clemson, is also a graduate student of
and Tuesday, Thursday schedule system, I
the university in the department of plancertainly hope Clemson won't adopt the
ning studies in the College of Architecfaculty senate's resolution for this type ot
ture. His expertise and ability to handle
agenda. The faculty's proposal that upper
such sensitive issues as zoning is clearly
level courses need 75-minute classes is utdepicted by the article.
terly ridiculous. Three 50-minute classes
While Mr. Shuler is effectively serving
equal 150 minutes the same as two
the city of Clemson and its residents,
75-minute classes equal 150 minutes.
other graduate students within the departIt's much easier to learn and retain
ment are utilizing their knowledge and
knowledge if given in frequent and short
abilities through a unique public service
doses rather than in long-term sessions.
assistantship program. Holding similar
As a former student of the Tuesday,
positions to Mr. Shuler's, although on a
Thursday classes, I can say that a student s
smaller scale, these students are working
attention span starts to drop off rapidly
in the cities of Greer, Greenville, and
after 50 minutes of class instruction.
Seneca and in both Anderson and GreenAlso, if this new schedule is adopted,
the time between classes will be reduced
ville counties.
Such a program should be commended
from 15 to 10 minutes. Ten minutes is not
since it simultaneously adds to the stuenough time to walk from east campus to
dent's educational experience, serves the
west campus. Plus teachers are always
residents of various communities, and
keeping a class five minutes late. Teachers
most importantly brings respect and
can be prepared to have a lot of tardy
favorable exposure to the programs ofstudents because of another teacher's
fered at Clemson University.
overzealousness:
Jeff Randolph
To sum it all up, the advantages of the
schedule change are far outnumbered by
the disadvantages. The costs involved to
convert the university to a new schedule
are simply not worth it.
Frank McKay

Utterly ridiculous

What's
your

True tragedy
The brief article entitled "Freshman
sentenced to 20-year imprisonment" in the
last issue of The Tiger told little of the
true tragedy of the situation.
Jon (not John!) Turner was a bright,

Write to
^Ibe XTiger.

ill
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Sale. 25% off and
more on oasuals
for the entire
family.
I ■

Men's genuine suede
leather boot. Sand.
Reg. $19.97

15

Men's genuine suede leather
casual. Rust. Reg. $19.97

WHO'S #1
TELL WSBF
AND WIN

Boys' durable tan outdoor
boot has padded collar.
8V4-3. Reg. $14.97
• Children's sizes 5-8. Reg. $10.97...$8
• Big boys' sizes 3V2-7. Reg. $17.97...$ 13

NAME

Picln Pay Shoes®
123 Bypass, Clemson
Sale prices good thru Sunday. MasterCard or Visa. Open evenings and Sunday 1-6 pm

Free cups
of Pepsi
Get 2 free 16 oz. cups
of Pepsi with any pizza
order, and keep the cup.
Made of durable plastic,
they are dishwasher safe
and reusable.
"While supply lasts!"
©1981 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

All Pizzas Include Our
Special Blend of Sauce
and 100% Real Cheese
Our Superb
Cheese Pizza
12" cheese $4.25
16" cheese $6.15
Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Onions, Anchovies,
Green Peppers, Olives,
Sausage, Ground Beef,
Hot Peppers, Double
Cheese, Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $.85 per item
16" pizza $1.25 per item

Fast... Free
Delivery
654-3082

$1.00
off!

300 College Ave.

Any 16" pizza
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 11/11/81

Hours:
4:30pm-2am Mon. -Thurs.
4:30pm-3am Fri.
11 am-3am Sat.
11 am-2am Sun.

Fast, Free Delivery
300 College Ave.
Phone: 654-3082

Our drivers carry less
than $10.00.
Limited delivery area
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$.50
off!
Any pizza
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 11/11/81

fast
free
deliver]

Fast, Free Delivery
300 College Ave.
Phone: 654-3082
17112/5620
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BRUCE
SPRINGSTEEN
BORN
TO

Grand prize — s20 CERTIFICATE to w. j. BREA'S
restaurant. Just list your 5 favorite groups below,
then turn in to TIGER TOWN TAVERN and get
1St15-OZ. DRAFT for 25«.
The top 88 artists will be played back on
.88 FM ROCK Nov. 16 from 5-Midnight.
The entry which most closely matches the
consensusfTOP 5 wins the grand prize.
One entry per person. Offer expires Nov. 12.
All ties will be broken by WSBF radio.

• Women's Reg. $13.97 $9
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Theater review
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hired muscle.
The script is full of nostalgic cliches and
stereotypes. The bad guys include the
double-talking lawyers and moronic thugs.
The best villian is Steve Moriarty as the
business interest, with his sneering laugh,
calm cruelty and his foreign (slightly
yiddish) accent. The good guys, representing science, newspapers and all brave
searchers for truth, are pointed out by
speeches or quotes about progress and
knowledge.
The staging of the radio studio is interesting in itself. All of the actors have
several parts, depending on what voice they
use. Since all the lines are delivered to the
microphones, the only visual action is the
sound effects crew. The studio also includes
an organ for dramatic effects and applause
signs to involve the audience in the set.
All the acting in the play is done with
voices, so most acting skills are stifled. The
fact that the audience is watching a drama
meant for radio is not too confusing. In
many ways the stage resembles any other
theater without props.
The cast for the play includes also Joyce
Potts, Carole Conner, Mark Charney, Carl
Schlachte and Alan Tanner. It is directed by
Jere Hodgin.
"The Water Engine" starts at 8 p.m.
each evening in Daniel Auditorium. Admission is free for students; $1 for faculty and
staff, and $2 for general public.
On Nov. 13-15, the Players will perform
this play in Florence for the state competition for the American College Theatre
Festival.

/ Rob Biggerstaff

Arthur Slade and Larry Hembree read their parts in the Clemson Players' production
of "iTe WateTEngine." The play is a radio melodrama about an mventor.

Record review

Local group Avant Garde releases album
by Cathy Rigg
staff writer
At the risk of sensationalizing, Avant
Garde's new album "Hot August Rendezvous" is excellent. This is true not only
because the group is comprised primarily of
Clemson students; not only because it is
their first attempt; not only because it was
recorded in a homemade (or rather classroom-made) studio. The jazz-oriented
album is remarkable because it is just plain
good—in composition, musicianship and
production.
The group, which has been performing
together for two years, spent "hundreds
and hundreds" of hours recording track
after track this summer, according to the
band's leader Jim Van Buskirk. Many sessions lasted 15 hours or more, and the
album was completed in a month and a
half.
"Of course not all of this was actual session time," he said, remarking that a great
deal of that time was spent putting together
the studio itself. Inner Sanctum I
recording studios, which most Clemson
students know as 215 Daniel Hall, was built
by the musicians during the past summer
school session.
"We knew primarily what we wanted,"
said Chris "Tec" Taylor, associate producer and fellow electrical engineering
major of Van Kirk. They divided the small
classroom to make a control room and

drum booth. By carpeting the walls and using "a lot of hard work and good engineering," the two comprised the team that produced the album.
Surprisingly, only two of the seven
originally planned songs appear on the final
disk, Van Kirk reports. "I'd just be sitting
at the keyboards messing with a song I'd
written before, and Chris would hear it in
the control booth. 'That sounds good,'
Chris'd say. 'Let's try it.' So we'd work on
it."

■

.

The title cut came about in much the
same way. Bill Parry, Van Buskirk, and his
brother Bob got together one night and
decided to write a song. As it to symoonze
the summer's effort, the tune "just seemed
to fall into place" and was eventually titled
"Hot August Rendezvous."
"We sort of began to panic at the end of
the summer, "Van Buskirk said, "but then
we realized that we weren't only going to
finish the album, it was also going to be
good."
Although only two of the album's songs
are vocals, the music itself is quite poetic. In
"The Pilot," flute and saxophone lines,
played by associate agricultural economics professor Eddie "beautiful" Wynn,
Z«Mx u.ict inuveiiieiiis. According to
author Van Buskirk, each of these is indicative of the encounters of daily life.
"The pilot is definitely at the wheel," he
says, remarking that the course of life is up
to the individual.

Van Buskirk also authored the two remaining songs on that first side of "Hot
August Rendezvous." "Children of the
Moon" is "rolling 13 with a standard pair
of dice," he says, and "Vintage Sailor" is
pretty straightforward with its sad lyrics
and melancholy rhythms.
Side two begins with "Coming Soon,
written, arranged and produced by another
band member, Browning Bryant. Bryant
has made a name of his own in the music industry, previously recording on the Warner
Brothers label. "Cauliflower Heaven" is
the product of the efforts of Barnette Music
Center's Ronnie Barnette.
Many Clemson students also had their
part in the recording of the final song,
"Just One More Drink." The back of the
cover notes that the bar crowd is supplied
by Tiger Town Tavern. "We went in as inconspicuously as possible and put mikes
near the cash registers. Thus we recorded
the bar scene," Taylor explains.
,.
Avant Garde plans to kick off a national

promotional campaign in December, which
will consist of sending out copies to as many
radio stations as possible, then making a
tour to these stations, according to Van
Buskirk. "We definitely plan to push it as
far as possible, and if early indications are
realistic, the album should do well."
Van Buskirk was referring primarily to a
survey done by William Campbell, music
professor and university chorus director.
Keeping the artists anonymous, Campbell
played two cuts from the album to his
classes and then asked the students to complete a questionnaire. The final question
asked if they would consider buying the
album if it became commercially available.
Over 70 percent answered yes.
To officially release "Hot August
Rendezvous," Avant Garde invites all
students and faculty to Edgar's on Thursday, Nov. -12. The first play will begin at
9:30 p.m., and the second at 10:30. First
pressing albums, considered to be the finest
quality, will be on sale.

Dancers present recital next week
The Kinetic Theater of Clemson Dancers
will present a medley of ballet, jazz and tap
on Nov. 12 and 13. The program, which
features a variety of dance forms, will be
presented in Daniel Hall Auditorium and

I

i :^KI
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The Water Engine' runs
smoothly and cleanly
The Clemson Players will present their
production of "The Water Engine" by
David Mamet for three more nights, Nov.
6, 7 and 9.
In a way, the show is a play within a play.
Set in a radio station at the Century of
Progress Exposition in Chicago, 1934,
"The Water Engine" is a portrayal of the
studio during the live broadcast of a
melodrama. All of the action, characters,
and plot are in the radio melodrama; the
studio is merely the set.
Being a melodrama instead of a tragedy,
the radio show is strong in entertainment
and weak in content. The pacing is quick,
with plenty of scene shifts and plot twists;
however, the script, ideas and characters
are simplistic.
The script is accurate in its mimicking ot
a melodrama. Any attempt to have good
writing or strong characters would make the
portrayal unrealistic and meaningless. This
means the play does not have the intense
emotional scenes that are common to most
Players' productions, and the audience is
allowed only superficial identification with
the characters.
The radio drama, "The Water Engine" is
the story of creative genius being crushed
by big business and crooks. A factory
worker, Charles Lang, played by Arthur
Slade, invents a motor that runs off distilled
water. When he approaches a lawyer played
by Larry Hembree, the lawyer has his
business friends try to steal the rights, first
through legal maneuvers and later with

*
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ENTERTAINMENT

by Keith Mattison
entertainment editor

:

will be open to the public.
Performances will be given at the following times:
Nov. 12 8 p.m.
Nov. 13 3:30 and 8 p.m.
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'That rock-n-roll music'
The Beach Boys, presently on their 20th anniversary tour, came to
Littlejohn Coliseum on Oct. 24. After a slow start the band came alive,
and the crowd began dancing. Lead vocalist Mike Love (left) filled the
songs with energy. An added feature was back-up musician Bruce
Johnston (right) performing his famous composition, "I Write the
Songs."

KEEP YOUR
OPTIONS AS
WIDE AS YOUR

ORDER TODAY
OR VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS

CLEMSON "TIGER RAG"
MUSICAL ALARM WATCH
OR MUSICAL PEN

Watch Features

Because you have varied
interests, you're looking for a
company that encourages you
to keep your options open.
And we do. Kendall Js one of
the country's largest suppliers
of health care products. We are
the world's most diversified
manufacturer of non-woven
products. We produce Curity
— the brand of baby products that mothers think of first.
And our industrial tape
products are used around the
world for a wide range of
energy and industrial applications.
This means you can put your
education to good use in the
field of your choice, while
keeping your career options
open. And, as an employee
with one of the most profitable and fastest-growing
subsidiaries of ColgatePalmolive, your opportunities
become even greater.' In
addition, we offer you the
benefits and salaries you
should command.

If you have a degree in
CHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL,
ELECTRICAL, INDUSTRIAL or
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
or an MBA with an undergraduate degree in ENGINEERING, then come explore
the career choices we have
available. We bet you'll find
options that will keep your
interest for a long time.
For a personal look at what
Kendall Corporation has to
offer you, see our representatives on Campus. Contact your placement office
now for details.
Or send your resume to John
Sloan, Manager of Employment
and College Relations.

Pen Features:

• The Playing of Tiger Rag at the
touch of a button or set of the
alarm.
• Clemson emblem and orange
color around display window.

GIFT
BOXED
OF
COURSE!

• A precision time piece. The Quality Quartz Time Piece
that accurately computes the hour, minutes, seconds,
day and date. It features a stop watch, night light and
scratch-resistant crystal. It runs off a standard Union
Carbide 392 (or equivalent) battery. ONE YEAR
LIMITED WARRANTY on men's only.

The Playing of Tiger Rag at the
touch of a button.
School colors and stainless
steel trim.
Precision watch displays accurately the hour, minutes,
seconds, month and date.
Takes standard Parker refill.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR MONEY REFUNDED WITHIN 30 DAYS
Sorry, No CO.D.'s

Clemson Pen

Stainless Watch
Yellow Watch

VISIT OUR
SHOWROOMS

*29.95
M4.95

Jewelry Warehouse
2909 Platt Springs Rd.
West Columbia, S.C.

'49.95

S.C. residents add
4% sales tax

-»

The Mills Centre
400 Mills Ave.
Greenville, S.C.

Postage & Handling »2.00
TOTAL

OR CALL TOLL-FREE:

KOTDALL

Address

The Kendall Company

Signature _

Name
City & State .

a subsidiary of Colgate-Palmolive Company
One Federal Street, Boston, MA 02101
An Equal Opportunity Employer WF

1-800-922-0708
Zip

Check

. Money Order

VISA

. MasterCard

OR SEND TO:
JEWELRY WAREHOUSE
Box 722
West Columbia, S.C. 29169
ALLOW 2-4 WEEKS
DELIVERY
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performing Artists Series stages
Shakespearean play Tuesday
By Jean Spitzmiller
staff writer
One of Shakespeare's greatest comedies,
"Much Ado About Nothing," will be
nresented by the National Players at Clemson beginning Nov. 10. In their 33rd consecutive year of touring, the National
Players have brought alive once again what
was once closed to the public eye during the
Restoration period, creating a most enjoyable production for all audiences.
Sarah Carleton and Bill Timoney have
the lead parts of Hero and Claudio, who
are devotedly in love with each other, but
the play also attracts attention to the
humorous involvement between Beatrice
(played by Donna M. Sacco) and Benedick
(played by Daniel Yates).
The original play, which consists of five

acts, has been cut to two, providing for
rapidly-flowing action. Only one formal
setting is used—the estate of Signor
Leonata in Messina, and the action there
lasts throughout the entire production.
The National Players performing the play
have trained many famous artists: Jon
Voight, Rosemary Murphy and Robert
Moore. "Much Ado About Nothing" has
been very successful in the past, and little
doubt of its future popularity as performed
by the National Players exists.
The show starts at 8 p.m. at Daniel Hall
Auditorium. Tickets will be sold at the box
office between noon and 5 p.m. from now
until showtime and at the door for $4. It is
advisable to get them as soon as possible
because last year's Shakespearean play was
sold out before opening night.

The National Players will be presenting the Shakespearean play "Much Ado About
Nothing" on Nov. 10 in Daniel Auditorium

Hardeei
WE SERVE
BREAKFAST
SEVEN DAYS
A WEEK.
(Hardeesof ,
Clemson only)

The TI-55 and Tl-50 advanced slide rule calculators
can help you handle almost any college math problem,
from logarithms and trigonometry to statistics. And
it's even easier because an AOS™ algebraic operating
system lets you enter most problems just as they re
written, left to right.
Tl-55.
Powerful slide rule, statistical functions. 32-step
irogrammability. 10 memories. 140-page Calculator
tension Making Sourcebook. Adapter/charger.
Carrying case.
$TQ97

s

Slimline TI-50™.
*'
••• , ,
Slide rule, statistical functions. Up to 15 levels ot
parentheses and 4 pending operations. Constant
Memory™ feature with 2 fully arithmetic
s
5
memories.
^^097

29

Come in and see the TI line. We have Tl
programmable and business/financial
calculators, too.

CAMPUS CAMERA
University Sq Clemson SC B>4 6dO0

II

^Heei

I've always
believed in taking
care of myself.
But exercise and
diet are just part
of keeping fit. Get
regular cancer
checkups.

Breakfast Hours:
Mon. thru Sat:
6'til 10:30 a.m.
Sunday: 8 til 10:30 a.m.

Ybrdeer
u-.^>o nfr.i*mSon

Advanced slide rules
... from Texas Instruments.

220SenecaRort

American Cancer a?
Society
T®
THIS SIWE CONTRIBUTED AB A PUBLIC SERVICE
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iGOTER
in the Art Gallery
Photo Display by
Dan Stoney,
NOV. 9-14

Sign up now for
Sugar Mountain Ski Trip
January 6,1982
More details and sign up
at information desk

Poetry Readings
8 PM, NOV. 12
Donations Accepted

Beginning December 1
For Programming
information
with a personal touch,
call 2461.

MOVIES
Y Movie: The Competition, thru 7th,"
7 &9:15, $1.50
Free Flick: Green Berets, Nov. 8, 8 PM
Free with Univ. ID
Y Movie: The inlaws, Nov. 9-11, 7 & 9:15,
$1.50
videotape: Journey, Nov. 9-13, on
request in the Loggia
Y Movie: Four Seasons, Nov. 12, 7 & 9:15,
Nov. 13-14, 7, 9:15, & 12 midnight,
$1.50

Spring Break Cruise
Sign up deadline, Nov. 12
7 spaces left
Sign up now at information Desk

t«r$
'YOORUNION KITE CLUB

Tiger Football
NOV. 7

Darkroom is now open
to students, faculty,
and staff.
Mon.-Thurs.
4-10 PM,
Sunday
2-6 PM
Sign up at information
desk for times,
$2/hour
Much Ado
About Nothing

invade-A-Game:
video game tournaments
Nov. 9, 8 PM

Magic Show
NOV. 10, 8:30 PM

Final CompetitionTalent Search
Nov. 16
in Palmetto Room, 8 PM
special comedian:
emcee—Duncan Tuck

Play-A-Game Night
NOV. 11, 9 PM

Tickets on sale at box office

Jim van Buskirk/Avant Garde
Album Release Party, Nov. 12,
9:30 PM
Albums will be on sale

Great Smokey
Mountains —
National Park

Chilly willy
ROCk-n-ROll, 9 PM, NOV. 13 & 14, $1.00

$

— 4.00
Presented by the National
Players Nov. 10 at 8 PM
in Daniel Auditorium
Limited tickets available
at union Ticket Booth

CU

CLEMSON

Chill-A-Cella Night
NOV. 17, 8-12 PM
with Don Rockwell's ragtime piano,
prizes to be given away every 15
minutes and a grand drawing for a
case of cella Lambrusco.

UNIVERSITY

UNION

Overnight Backpacking Trip
s
4.25, NOV. 7-8
Sign up at information desk

FALL 1981
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SPORTS

Tigers defeat five despite team problems
freshman Sunday Nwokocha to return to
the team. Sunday had walked off the field
prior to the Duke game after learning that
he would not be a starter. Ibrahim suspended
Despite many trials and tribulations durhim from the team the following Monday.
ine the past two weeks, the third-ranked
"These 12 players issued me an ulTiger soccer team recorded five relatively
timatum of sorts, stating that they wouldn't
easy victories. The Tigers defeated Davis
play if I reinstated Sunday to the team,"
and Elkins, 4-0; Jacksonville, 2-0; Erskine,
Ibrahim said. "I allowed Sunday to return,
4-0; Pfeiffer, 6-0; and Furman, 1-0, to raise
and the players didn't play, so at that time I
their season record to 14-1.
considered them off the team."
The Tigers' conference record remains at
On the Saturday following-the game, the
3-1 with important games remaining at
12
players requested permission to, meet
Virginia on Friday and at Maryland on Sunwith Ibrahim on Sunday afternoon, and he
day The Tigers close out the season at
granted their request.
home against Emory next Wednesday night
"After the players were able to calm
at 7
down
and view this matter logically, they
In the Pfeiffer contest last Sunday,
realized that they were questioning my aujunior Ail-American Nnamdi Nwokocha
thority," Ibrahim said. "It wasn't the questallied two goals to become the all-time
tion of whether a player should be returning
leading scorer at Clemson. His 62nd goal as
to the team or not, but that they were quesa Tiger surpassed the old mark of 61
tioning my authority as a coach instead.
previously held by his brother Christian.
"They expressed regret for acting hastily
Head coach I. M. Ibrahim was pleased
in
the matter, and they all apologized, 10 of
with his team's performance in the four victhem asking to be reinstated on the team,"
tories.
,
he said. "For precisely the same reasons
"I think we're on our way, and we re a
that I considered taking the other player
much better team than we were earlier in
back, I considered taking them back onto
the year," he said. "On defense we could
the team too."
be better than any defensive team that I've
ever coached, and I'm very happy about the
A closed matter
four shut-outs.
Ibrahim concluded, "In my opinion the
"On offense we continue to be aggressive
situation
is closed, and any more talk about
and unselfish. What we have this year is a
it can only be harmful, but let me make a
total team effort, and that makes me happy.
few things clear. I consider myself to be a
fair person; however, I'm not a person who
Tiger soap opera
can treat all of my players equally because I
The four victories were big acthink it's impossible to treat different peocomplishments, especially considering the
ple equally. You have to treat them difrecent turmoil surrounding the Tiger soccer
ferent ways depending on their personalities
team.
and characteristics.
The trouble began when 12 players, in"If a player makes a mistake, I'll give
cluding starters Mo Tinsley and Sean
him another and even another chance until
Burke, refused to play against Davis and
Elkins after Ibrahim allowed suspended

«,

11

by Jim Gilstrap
staff writer

II
Rob Biggerstaff

All-America striker Nnamdi Nwokocha, center, heads the ball away from several
Pfeiffer defenders during an afternoon game last Sunday. The Tigers will play their final
home game of the season Wednesday at 7 p m.
on my team to make them better.
he proves he doesn't deserve that chance,
"What happened to the old adage—that
whether it be Sunday Nwokocha or the 10
college
athletics makes men out of young
players who issued the ultimatum,"
kids?" he said.
Ibrahim said, "My job as a college coach is
The 10 players were reinstated by
to win, but more importantly, to be able to
Ibrahim
prior to the Erskine game.
work with and rehabilitate the young men

Lady Spikers consistently inconsistent
*

. „
by Doug Campbell
staff writer
On Tuesday, the Lady Tiger volleyball team hosted a
toueh Winthrop squad and lost a tight five-game match.
Thlfmatch was representative of the Lady Tigers' play over
the oast two weeks—inconsistent.
The Lady Tigers traveled to College Park, Md., on Oct.
23 24 to compete in the Maryland Invitational. In the tournamtnt SeToPened with a win over Rhode Island but then
XoAmeS, Maryland and Temple to end the, tournament play. This was the first tournament of the year in
which Clemson failed to reach the finals.
Head volleyball coach Linda Copeland said. It was
our worst tournament play of the year." She cited the^p ay
of Cynthia Graf and Lisa Harbison as the strongest in the
tournlent, saying that their play kept them m the tourna^Next, Clemson played host to the University^ South
Carolina on Oct. 27. Behind the strong play of Harbison,
SafanSjudy Sackfield, the Lad>; Tigers totally
dominated the Lady Gamecocks, 15-6, 15-4 and 15-4Copeiand was pleased with her team's performance
againSuth Carolina saying "We played 1better. We kept
them on defense and attacked well on offense. She s<ud
thaTthfe was something the team hadn't done very well m
Mary

photo by Rob Biggerstaff

Lady Tiger Lisa Harbison, 12, spikes the ball during a
meet against Winthrop last Tuesday. Clemson lost in five
games, 11-15, 15-10, 15-4, 8-15, 11-15- <^»" "J
meet the Lady Eagles again this weekend m a quad match
in Columbia.

WitV some momentum from the win over South
Carolina, the Lady Tigers traveled to Raleigh, N.C., o
compete in the Atlantic Coast Conference tournament In
the tournament, Clemson finished second in its pool play
with victories over Virginia, 15-7, 12-15 and 15-12 and
Wake Forest, 11-15, 15-3 and 15-4, before losing to N.C.
State 5-15, 15-13 and 5-15.
Advancing to the semifinals, the Lady Tigers were
defeated by North Carolina, 9-15,15-10 and 6-16? but came

15-12, to claim third place^
back to beat Maryland, 16-14, 15-L
Again Copeland felt that her team hadn t performed
up to its capabilities. "They didn't play well-consistently.
The problem is mental though, not a lack of skill, she
said. Lisa Harbison was the Tigers' lone representative on
the all-tournament team.
After returning home from Raleigh, Clemson had no
rest having to host a tough Winthrop team, a team they
had' already beaten twice earlier in the season In the
Winthrop match inconsistency again was the problem, with
the Lady Tigers sparkling at times and falling apart_only
seconds later. Winthrop won 11-15, 15-10, 15-4, 8-15 and
"We didn't serve or receive service well. They kept us
on defense most of the match," she said. "Elizabeth
[Latto] and Lisa [Harbison] played well, but the team as a
whole was inconsistent."
_ . _ |
Clemson's next play will be in a quad match in Columbia this weekend. The teams Clemson will face in the tournament are South Carolina, Charleston and the team
Copeland looks forward to playing most, Winthrop. t>he
said that she felt sure her team would win this match.
Copeland said that she is pleased with the season her
team has had thus far but said that the season would probably end after the Tennessee tournament on Nov. 13-14
unless they really dominated the rest of their schedule
She explained that now that the volleyball team is m
the NCAA, it would be much more difficult to get a bid to
the nationals even with their current 28-14 record. For
Clemson to be really competitive on a national scale,
Copeland said that changes must be made in the program.
One of her main concerns was the travel arrangments for
the volleyball team.
"We've got to travel on vans to all of our away
matches, and sometimes the team is tired from the trip
before they even get on the court," she said.
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THE GAMES
Clemson at North Carolina
Duke at Wake Forest
Georgia Tech at Notre Dame
Maryland at Tulane
Penn State at NC State
Georgia vs Florida
Miami (Fla) at Florida State
Ohio State at Minnesota
Southern California at California
Baylor at Arkansas
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Clemson rugger Johnny Blackwell, right, accepts a handoff from Scott Brady during a
eame Sed earlier this season. Clemson will try and defend its conference t.tle th.s
weekend when they travel to Duke for the ACC tournament.

Rugby club splits with Atlanta
The rugby club traveled to Atlanta
Sunday to play Atlanta's Old White R.F.C.
In the A-side match, Clemson broke open a
tight game after 60 inconclusive minutes to
win, 21-4.
£C
Donny Gyro scored a try on a 65-meter
run, and Sean Tomlinson, Scott Brady and
Greg Zelinkski also scored. Paul Bushing
kicked a three-point field goal, and Jimmy
Howard added a two-point conversion kick.

In the B-side match, the younger
Clemson squad was edged out, 17-9.
Clemson scored only one try, and Jimmy
Howard added six points kicking.
This weekend the club will defend its
Atlantic Coast Conference title in the conference tournament at Duke. Clemson
defeated Virginia last year in the ACC
Tournament at Clemson for the championship.
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UNC to provide shuttle service for game
located on NC 54 East just off the 15-501
Bypass.
Buses will leave each of these lots every
10 to 15 minutes between 11:15 a.m. and
12:45 p.m. Service is provided to Gate 4
of the stadium.
Fares for the express bus service are $1
for adults (one-way). Reduced fares are
available for youths under 18 and senior
citizens.
For further information call 942-5174.

Chapel Hill Transit will provide express
bus service from three park & ride lot
locations in Chapel Hill to Kenan Stadium
for the Clemson-UNC football game this
Saturday.
Free parking is available at the Kroger
Plaza Park-Ride Lot, located on Elliott
Drive between the 15-501 Bypass and East
Franklin Street; the Airport Road ParkRide Lot, located on Estes Drive off NC
86; and the Glen Lennox Park-Ride Lot,

Thirty Minutes or Less . . . Less is Better
At Domino's Pizza,_ 30-minute service is our #1
priority. That's not just a bunch of words tossed
together without meaning. Thirty-minute service is
our standard, our guarantee to you, even under the
most impossible conditions.
Like Saturday afternoons-A Clemson Football
Saturday.
We know Tiger fans work up a tremendous appetite at the game. And afterwards, hungry Tigers
want Domino's Pizza-delivered hot, delicious, and
in less than 30 minutes.

To prove that statement, here's a special gift
certificate. It's for hungry Tiger fans that were inconvenienced following the football game.
We're currently searching for a solution to football Saturdays. We are not about to compromise our
standards.
And Clemson Tigers should not compromise
their expectations of Domino's Pizza.

One
Dollar
Off!

Following the N.C. State and Wake Forest
games, Tiger fans blew our W .phone lines clear out
of state. We were ready to handle your demands internally, but our delivery operation ran up agamst an
obstacle we could not conquer. Our drivers could not
manuever against one-way traffic routed away from
campus.
Despite the conditions, Domino's Pizza believes
in 30-minute service. Waiting longer than 30 minutes
is an inconvenience you should not have to tolerate
. . . after all, we made a promise.

$1.00 off any large pizza.
One coupon per pizza
Fast, Free Delivery
Expires: Nov. 16
The location serving you:

Clemson
®
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Harriers win conference
for second straight year
by Kavin Taylor
staff writer
The men's cross country team captured
the Atlantic Coast Conference title for the
second straight year last weekend when they
won the conference meet with a team total
of 42 points.
The Lady Tigers, competing for their
conference championship on the same day,
finished third behind nationally-ranked
Virginia and North Carolina.
According to head coach Sam Colson,
"The men ran really well, even though we
hadn't keyed on that [the conference]
race."
The Tigers took the top three places, with
Julius Ogaro coming in first with a time of
30:01.3, followed by Hans Koeleman in
second with a time of 30:01.6 and Jim
Haughey in third with a time of 30:19.7.
Jim Coddington and Iain Campbell placed
15th and 21st, respectively.
"This was our first appearance as a team
this season," Colson said. "This past
weekend we did what we planned; win the

conference."
The Tigers will travel to Furman University on Nov. 14 to compete in the regional
meet. According to Colson, the Tigers will
have to place in the top three in order to go
to the national finals.
The Lady Tigers, running against
number-one ranked Virginia and numberthree ranked North Carolina, did not fare
as well as the men, partly due to the loss of
key runner Judith Shepard to injury.
The Lady Tigers finished two runners in
the top 10, with their top finisher, Cindy
Duarte, only able to manage a fifth-place
finish.with a time of 17:04.6. Kerry Robinson finished sixth, followed by Stephanie
Wiekert in 16th, Jennifer Briscoe in 18th
and Laurie Montgomery in 24th.
The lady harriers' next meet will be Nov.
7 when they go to Viriginia to compete in
the regional finals. According to Colson
they will have to beat UNC and Virginia in
order to qualify for the nationals.
"With Shephard in good shape, we
should be in good capacity to place in the
top two," Colson said.

photo by Mark Bailey

Clemson's junior forward Nancy Nelson, 11, fights for the ball during last
Tuesday's game against Appalachian State which the 10th-ranked Lady Tigers won, 3-0.
Later it was learned that head coach Joanne Bain.es has been nominated for coach-ofthe-year honors, and Barbie Johnson has been nominated for the All-America team.

NOW LEASING
FOR
AUGUST 1982
FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

TOWNHOUSES

NEW CUSTOMERS

"Clemson's Finest"
Approximately 3 Blocks
From University
Call 654-3076

*5.00 OFF
FULL SERVICE CUT
OFFER GOOD 9-2, MON.-THUR.
EXPIRES 11/12/81

Ph. 654-1902
Rogers Plaza • 123 Bypass

CLEMSON VS. UNC
FOOTBALL ON
BIG SCREEN T.V.

FREE EAR
PIERCING
with purchase
of earrings
OFFER GOOD ANYTIME, MON.-FRI.
EXPIRES 11/13/81

TWO COUPONS
ALLOWED PER CUSTOMER

Pic riftiy Shoes &
35% off & more on our
best selling

shoe.

THIS SATURDAY

1 FREE DRAFT

with Sandwich
Women's Boat Mocs. Rawhide laces.
Non-skid soles. Brown. Reg. $13.97
Children's sizes 8V2-4. Reg. $10.97...$7
Children's sizes 5-8. Reg. $9.97...$6
Women's knee socks. 3 pairs, $5.

3% JRoimir ®aMe
HWY. 123

Women's top zipper SQ
handbag. Reg. $10.97 O

123 Bypass, Clemson

654-5804

Sals prices pood thru Sunday. MasterCard or Visa. Open evenings and Sunday 1-8pm.
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Lady netters win first conference championship
by Keith Reeves
staff writer

The Lady Tiger tennis team made history
' ,he weekend of Oct. 23 through 25 when
, won its first-ever Atlantic Coast Conference title in Chapel Hill, N.C. The men's
«.m Dlaced second in the Southern Illinois
Sersity-Edwardsville Fall Invitational
during the same weekend.
In the ACC tournament, Clemson had
nlavers in all six singles finals and in the
three doubles finals. The Lady Tigers won
four of the six singles titles but no doubles
.-enough to outlast the favored University
of North Carolina team.
Jane Forman, Clemson's number-one
nlayer defeated Wendy Fine of Maryland,
6-3 6-3, in the title match. Jody Trucks,
the'Lady Tigers' number-two player, beat
BetSy Heidenberger of UNC, 6-4, 6-4, in
the second flight finals match.
Clemson coach Mary King saw these
girls' victories as a personal triumph for
each of them.
"Both Jane and Judy showed a lot ot
guts and class," King said. "They had not
been playing good tennis in the weeks prior
to the tournament."
Clemson freshman Melissa Seigler took
the number-four flight title by defeating
Duke's Carol Mayer, 6-3, 6-4. Lori Miller,
also a freshman, won the number-five title
with a 7-6, 6-1 win over Anne Kinsley from
UNC.
King expressed her pleasure with her
team's performance during the whole tournament. "The girls really did their
homework on Friday and Saturday,*' she
said. "They played consistent tennis the
whole weekend, and by Sunday all we needed
was three victories to win the ACC title."
Final standings in the tournament were
Clemson, 62 points; UNC, 54 points; Duke,

40.5 points; Wake Forest, 30 points;
Virginia, 26 points; Maryland, 25 points;
and NC State, 14.5 points.
The Lady Tigers are now finished with
their fall match play and will begin their
off-season workouts. King said she feels
good about the upcoming spring schedule.
"Winning the ACC title has given the
girls a lot of confidence," she said. "This is
the most spirited group of girls I've ever
been involved with. They are very interested
in and concerned with one another. I'm
looking forv ard to playing this spring."
Tiger tennis
That same weekend, the men's team was
in Edwardsville, 111., competing in the SIUEdwardsville tournament. The Tigers captured second place in the tournament with
36 points, only one point behind the winner, Arkansas, with 37 points.
Jean Desdunes, playing number-one for
Clemson, won the number-one singles title
with a win over the Big Ten singles champion, Mike Leach from Michigan. The
score was 4-6, 7-6, 6-2.
In the semi-finals, Desdunes beat Kenny
Flach from SIU-Edwardsville, the NCAA
Division II singles champion, 6-2, 6-3.
Flach had defeated Desdunes earlier in the
year at the Clemson Fall Classic,
Gregg Cooper, number-four for Clemson,
won that title by first defeating Russ Laser
of Michigan, 6-4, 6-4, in the semifinal
round. He then beat Mark Sluszmg from
SIU-Edwardsville in the finals, 5-7, 6-0,
6-2. .
Rick Rudeen and Orestes Baez of Clemson won the number-three doubles title by
beating Sluszing and Joe Vassen from SIUEdwardsville in the finals, 3-6, 6-4, 7-6.
Desdunes and Cooper, Clemson's
number-one doubles team, made it to the
finals before losing to Mike Leach and

A NEW DODGE CHARGER 2.2 AND A
TRIP FOR TWO TO THE 1982 INDY 500"
...IN THE HERFF JONES

Mark Mees, 7-6, 6-3. The Clemson team
beat Peter Doahan and Pat Serret of
Arkansas, a team that made it to the finals
of last year's NCAA tournament in the
semifinals, 7-5, 7-5.
Clemson head coach Chuck Kriese was
very happy with his team. "This was a very
successful tournament," he said. "It was a
great growth situation for the players, and
they all played well."

This past weekend Desdunes ttarcetedl to
Los Angeles to play in the NIKE AlAmerican Tournament which was open to
the top 32 players in the country. Rudeen
was invited to play in the qualifying tournament.
Desdunes lost in the first round and then
made it to the semifinals of the consolation
tournament before falling. Rudeen didn't
make it into the tournament.

SCOREBOARD
Oct. 28 through Nov. 4
Forest, 132; Duke, 182; Georgia Tech, 190

Football
Clemson, 82; Wake Forest, 24

Wowi's Crass Country
ACC Meet
'
Virginia, 33; NC State, 52; Cfcmson, 69;
Maryland, 96; North Carolina, 115; Wake
Forest, 163

Soccer

Clemson, 4; Erskine, 0
Clemson, 6; Pfeiffer, 0
Clemson, 1; Furman, 0

Men's L_

Field Hockey
Clemson, 2; North Carolina, 1
Clemson, 3; Appalachian State, 0

Oct. 28 Orange-Blue Scrimmage
Blue, 80; Orange, 73
Oct. 31 Orange-Blue Scrimmage
Blue, 90; Orange, 90

Volleyball
ACC Tournament
Clemson finished third with a 3-2 tourna- SaiHng
South Atlantic Intercollegiate Sailing
ment record
Association Fall Dinghy Championships
Clemson, 11; Winthrop, 15
Old Dominion, 32; College of Charleston,
Clemson, 15; Winthrop, 10
51; Clemson, 58; Citadel, 64; Davidson, 73;
Clemson, 15; Winthrop, 4
South Carolina, 76; NC State, 90; Virginia,
Clemson, 8; Winthrop, 15
131
Clemson, 11; Winthrop, 15
Men's Cross Country
ACC Meet
Clemson, 42; North Carolina, 55; Virginia,
71; Maryland, 114; NC State, 118; Wake

Men's Ultimate Frisbee
Sectional Tournament
• Clemson lost to Duke, Georgia Tech and
Atlanta
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Trailing the tiger

Halloween was no treat for the Deacons
by Cindy Powell
sports editor
Halloween, 1981, will long be
remembered by Tiger fans as the day Wake
Forest came trick or treating to Clemson
disguised as a Demon Deacon. The day
Clemson cordially invited the Deacons into
Death Valley for a treat and let them out
three hours later with an 82-24 trick instead.
Wake's trick was Clemson's treat. The
Tiger offense performed almost flawlessly,
with only one interception and a handful of
penalties marring its perfection. The
Deacon defense parted like the Red Sea for
any Tiger back who cared to cross it.
Huge gains were made on plays that normally average only three or four yards. And
plays meant for longer yardage often turned
into touchdowns.
Records were broken early, and they continued to be broken long after Clemson's
first and second units had left the game for
good. In all, 17 Clemson and Atlantic Coast
Conference records were rewritten, including the most yards rushing (536), most
yards total offense (756) and most first
downs (35).
Perry Tuttle broke Jerry Butler's record
of most yards receiving in a career when he
hit the 2225-yard mark.
The Tigers, ranked second in the nation
this week in the Associated Press poll and
third in the United Press International poll,
could do very little wrong.
As the scoreboard began to look more
and more like the one in Littlejohn Coliseum during the IPTAY Tournament,
Tiger fans started jingling their keys in
mock hope of bringing basketball guard
Marvin Key into the game. Cheers of
Orange-White turned into cheers of

.

"Horace Wyatt," the 6-10 Tiger center.
And had they been eligible to play, they
probably would've scored too.
It was that kind of game.
Meanwhile the Tiger defense was allowing the Demon Deacons some small amount
of comfort as they let them score 24
points—by far the most scored against
Clemson this year.
After the game many of the Tiger faithful
could be heard grumbling over the
defense's generosity. But really, was that

Clemson sports Center
NOVEMBER SHOE TRADE-IN
"ALL" MONTH SALE!

YOUR OLD SPORT SHOES ARE WORTH UP TO s6.00
IN TRADE WHEN YOU BUY A NEW PAIR AT
THE CLEMSON SPORTS CENTER
3.00
M.00

UNDER to s20.99
s
21.00tOs30.99

s

5.00
s
6.00

too much to pay for the 82-point fiesta?
This weekend 60 percent of the nation
will watch as the Tigers take on the eighthranked North Carolina Tar Heels in what
has been built up to be the ACC game of
the year.
The game is important from a conference
standpoint because the Tigers must win if
they have any hope of winning or even tying
for the conference championship. The Tar
Heels, on the other hand, can lose this game
and still claim a part of the conference

WARNING
SOME COUNTIES IN NORTH CAROLINA
ARE DRY!
DON'T BE LEFT THIRSTY;
STOCK UP FOR THE

UNC GAME
BEFORE YOU LEAVE AT

YOUR TRADE-IN VALUE
s

photo by Rob Biggerstaff

Clemson's junior tailback Chuck McSwain, 35, takes a leisurely stroll through the
Wake Forest defense. The Tigers scored almost at will during the conference Halloween
party at Death Valley last Saturday.

crown if Clemson were to lose to Maryland
and if they defeat Virginia and Duke.
But beyond that, this game will feature
the only two teams in the nation that are in
the top 10 in both scoring defense and scoring offense.
Because of that, head coach Danny Ford
said that this match-up should prove what
aspect of the game—offense or defense—is
the most important to a team.
I think it will make for a good tough
football game and one I wouldn't want to
miss.
North Carolina will be hurt going into
this Saturday's contest, with neither
quarterback Rod Elkins nor tailback Kelvin
Bryant listed as probably starters. But do
not make the mistake that the Tar Heels are
dead because they are not.
Last week back-up quarterback Scott
Stankavage took the his team against a
tough Maryland team at College Park and
ended up completing 17 of 24 passes (a 71percent average) for 177 yards.
In the backfield, freshman tailback
Ethan Horton came in to replace the injured Tyrone Anthony, who earlier in the
season had replaced the injured Bryant. He
carried the ball 24 times against the Terps
for a 94-yard total and proved that the Tar
Heel offensive line is alive and well and doing its job.
And one has only to remember last year,
when the Tigers had four opportunities to
win the game from the one-yard line, and
the Tar Heels refused to yield, if he has any
questions about the Tar Heel defense.
But if the Tigers do go to Chapel Hill
thinking the Tar Heels are dead or even
hurt, they may come back to Clemson
knowing how it feels to be on the other side
of an 82-24 score.

s

31.00tOs40.99
s
41.00 & UP

EVERY RUNNING AND RACKET
SPORTS SHOE IN OUR STOCK!

LIQUORS & WINES
&

PARTY SHOP
ALL SPECIALS END NOV. 30, 1981. TRADE-IN
SPECIAL VOID ON ALL CLOSE-OUT SHOE SELECTIONS.
Hours 9:30 AM - 6 PM
College Place P.O. Box 1453 • Phone 803/ 654-6061
405-C college Ave. Clemson, South Carolina 29633
.

COME ON BY EVEN IF YOU'RE STAYING
IN TOWN; OUR PRICES (LIKE THE TIGERS)

CANT BE BEAT!
CALL: 654-5570

